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Introduction, I ure have been several studies* surveys
.sals of Navy Public Information since the end of
World War II* Yet none of theso studies have Investigated
the possible use of the over 36,000 Naval Air Reservists who
1
make up the "Weekend Warrior" Naval Air Reserve program*
It would seem that this is one way out of the twin Mind alleys
shortage of funds and lack of personnel* Punts for public
information and public relctions activities are severely
controlled by Congressional limitation* This limitation is
more fully discussed in Chapter II and in Appendix A*
Personnel wise the Navy is t llowed full time Public Informa-
tion Officers at designated "major commends" only. Chief of
Navel Air Reserve Training, although the largest functional
command In the Navy* is not considered a major command and
therefore is not ellowe nolle Information Officer* liven
a request of Chief of Naval Air Reserve Air Reserve Training
to establish billets in the reserve Air taff aboard
->ach Naval Air Station or officers and men to participate
in full time public information work ciuri onthly wee; -
end (Trills was denied*
^'Weekend warriors—They're Ready for : ull-Tlme Duty,"






• bainpf> aaw all
tf bne-h'of r
Looking at this facet of the problem from the other
end, from the viewpoint of the Reservist, many ere ee er to
help* Ihey tro proud of their membership and want to denon-
atrete tuoir willingness to participate. To quote from a
letter accompanying one of uhe returned Reserve Uni s-
tionnaires sent out during this present study
t
I was most pleaeod to receive your letter ?.nd the
encloaed questionnaire* It beapeaka a new attitude
on the papt of the Navy which la moat welcome and
with which we ere all anxious to cooperate. ••
•
call on ue to five extra time WITHOUT -—We'll
do it I*
So let us hope that in some smell measure we may act
aa does a minister in a marriage —> may we join Uavy Public
Information and the Heval *ir Reserve Program into a more pro-
ductive element of better understood National : efense.
"*ee
iitary terms . In engagin -he Jar. o.: of
individual trades, professions and walks of life one sometimes
forgets that "semantics is Ian* wage's avowed purpose.**
.en word, even of the pioturalle variety, seldom elicits
L
quite the same mental image in any two individuals • • • .
T doubt that any language, other than a foreign one with
which the reec!«r is not familiar, will prove ae difficult to
2
. . ..ilcox, LCDR, mSKR member of reserve eciuadron TR
732, roase He, Michigan in a lottei 19^7
and returned, with Reserve unit ueationnaire number V
.
^Kario Peii The Story of Lanruaye (Philadelphia: J. B.
Lippincott Company, 191+9), p. 13b.
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understand as that of th# mllltrry. Jor thie reason I feel
it necessary to present 1 Inr a few of the verms
my reader may not be familiar with. With thie help I hope
that we may become more conversant with the aa*ao idous.
Auxiliary Air Unit—aau # A reserve unit In which
personnel attend 21; drills c ily In a pay statue and
spend U4 days on active duty for breining with pay.
maximum of l|fi drills may be prescribed by the Chief of
Naval Air Reserve Tral any drills in excess of 2J4
to be without pay.
xiliary Ground Hriit— . A reserve unit composed
of aviation ground officers and men who possess ground
specialty qualifications. They also are in a 2I4 drill status
end perform monthly drills at Navel Air Stations, Surface
Reserve Training Centers, Mr Force fecilitiee and other
military cv nonmllitary establishments, .tie 11* -day active
duty for traininr period is rpent working in their specialty
or attending advanced schools, v hen mobilised* they will be
assigned as individuals in special fields*
Aviation Officer Candidate—A OC. A college graduate
who has pes sec' the stiff mental end physical testa anc entered
the JTavy's flight traininr program. He is commissioned an
Ensign after completing the U months pre- flight eohool and
is desi mated a naval aviator after II4 more months of exact-
ing flight training.
«1
JUlTfEn of Aeronautics ocerv.; Trsini
This ii a 12-drill ruerv* yro^v^a. *uoee meiubere include
is ted personnel who l*ave uut-li a for
specific mobilization billuU jr or its Held activi-
ties* Not wore than £9 per.eanc ol ai.t er allow*
e say bo Tiled by navel aviators. Although a maximum of
12 paid diillfi • lly la prescribed* unite are enccurt ed
to schedule at leaat 2^ drills a year* .v ambers are author-
ized to toke active duty Tor training each year, with pay
and allowances* When possible, tiiey perform aetive duty
tr A in their mobilization billets.
jreau of tfaval iaraomiel— \ u?ers f department of
the aavy, Washing^ ., . •
"Hnr*'\mt/'--f -"• 0, I e: fcrtmont of the
Navy, Washington, D« C* CiiWO is also usee to denote the
oomx^and under the Chief of laformation. wctlv# duty io ***
ymsand -iais©.. Leer—CU; f A -ervio* .on
leer attached to a Kaval Air i tatioa oj aval air reserve
u^t for -the purpose of overseeing M| supporting the procure-
ment of i*avtl Ai^ Reserve J|flHf " •~ 1 . tfaval Aviation Qadets
end Aviation Officer Candidates as well aa uai.it&iuing
the couu^a4im ¥Owr wit. recognized
internal and external publics* When used in this study it
will be indicated cs to whether the CLO being referred to









1 a ;» '.«:
plainly evident from the text.
Chief of Navel Air Reterve Training—CNARJSSRA--
Glenview* Illinois. He heeds up the entire HeTel Air
leeerve* This is the largest functional command in the
Navy, OSAAESfRA is alao used to denote the authority of the
commend of Chief of Naval Air Rorerve Training.
Chief of Naval Air Training—CNATRA, Pensacola,
rlorida. CNATRA is the boss of all Navel Air Training in
the Navy* This is known as a aajor command and aa such is
the lowest echelon sllowed a full time public information
officer.
Chief of Naval Operations—CNo # Washington* D. ,
CNO is the top command in the Navy*
Depertment of efense—LCD*
fcirtll — A short period of training during which
Meat the perron drilling is considered on active duty in the
Nevy* A drill roirht be conducted during an evening or* aa
is usually the ease in the Naval / ir Reserve* durinr a week-
end* Turing the two days in a weekend four drills are held.
sot Aircraft Service Squadron—ii>SR0H—is a
reeervo unit which is in the fyC-drill program* The on
furnishes support ior reserve carrier and multi-engine
squadrons*
Helicopter squadron—HU. "hey also participate in
the ijc-drill program*
Mfc
Navel Air Reserve Training Unit—N*R1 . . A NAHTU Is
a unit whieh perforate all of the activities of a Reserve
Naval Air Station aa far aa support of naval air reserve
training squadrons and unlta are concerned, but the *ARTU la
stationed aboard a Regular Navy Naval Air station.
Naval Air Facility—NM . A NAF is a unit that per-
forms the seme services aa a Naval Air Station except on a
mailer scale.
Naval Air station— NAS. A station that furnishes
administrative, logistical, technical, and to some extent
personnel rt to Navy aircraft squadrons and units* In
this study whan NAS is used it will mean a Reserve Naval Air
Station unless so specified otherwise.
Naval Aviation Cadet—NavCad* A young man in train-
to become e naval aviator who is held to the same hi h
standards of physical and mental excellence as an AOC but
who has completed only two years of college. The NavCad
receives his commission as Ensign and la designated a naval
aviator after 18 months of pro-flight arid flight training.
NavCad when used as an adjective usually refers to the
office or officer whioh or who is responsible for NavCad,
AOC, and other reserve officer procurement aboard a NAS or
NART..
Navy Public Information — A phrsso which encon passes
not only information, but ell facets of public relatione as
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Office of Information — in.en used In this study
this phrase will always otan Office of Tufiiasja tlon, Navy
Dapartrae iless so specified otherwise In the text.
Pay Unit -* £ny naval air reserve uni. ch Is
authorized to drill i nd whose members receive active duty
pay during their drill period
•
Publie Information—PlOg An officer who is
— l^asrt primary on collateral duties involving iffavy
Public Information.
Petty Officer — A P.O. whoso rate is above that
of seaman and below that of Chief Petty Officer.
Public Information — Aa used in this study *public
information" will be conaidered synonymous with "public
relations." The term public information is sometimes used
in a more restricted connotation and when so used relers
only to preparation of news, publicity or exhibit materials
and distribution of them to media or activities. We would
broaden the base of this concopt to include in public inform*
stion the ideas of command function, evaluation of attitudes
of the various internal and external publics, an enlightened
course of action which would be most practicable In the
Interest of the desired action, end the execution of a pro-
gram to enlist the understanding and acceptance of all
publics concerned and their Identification with the effort.








cReserve - 10 ox the reserve squadrons, wing staifc,
i\AUa, 4UUa or a which drill periodically, I uhority
or
Secretary of defense—-ecLef, Department of Lofenee,
Washington, I . .
unties information — / 11 information concerning
naval personnel, activities, or interests, l pared or dis-
seminate* primarily Tor internal education or information,
or in a newer to inquiries froaa tho general public*
jchniaal information — AH i x.:orraa tion peculiar to
the technical equipment, practices, methods, and procedures
of ilavy activities, . uch information ia prirr.arllj for
Internal education within the navy, lor other Governmental
agencies, and for technical reference in answering inquiries
from industry, technical and professional societies, and the
5
general pullic.
Vi. — ;avy attack squadron. (All squadrons a
drill units.)
\'L — <avy floater squadron.
<avy patrol squadron*
V?(P) —tfavy photofcj.rapLic patrol squadron.
-- avy transport aquadrt .
V3 — Havy anti-submarine squadron.





V»i:i£ ataff — A naval reserve unit conaiating of a
ataff of off icera end man whose duty la to ovoraee and sup-
port the reserve squadrone attached to the parent Mi-S/'-IART .
Normally there la one wing staff attached to each NA8 or
1URTU. It la alao called an air wing staff and drill? 1
tinea a year.
I — :'!avy lighter than sir ~ol squadron.
There are three kinds of programs open to the Naval
Air Reservist depending upon the number of times a yeer he
Is able to drill, or his qualifications.
The l|P-drill program Is the largest end Is comprised
of over 300 squadrons and air wing staffs at the present
time. In the l+S-drlll program the drills are scheduled in
groups of four and are held one week-end each month. A
yearly active duty period of XI4 deys is also required of the
1^8-drlll program participant. Members are paid the active
duty pay of their rank/rate clur' ttendance of drills and
active duty.
Wembers of the 21} -drill pror ram attend 2\\ drills
annually In a pay status and spend li| days on active duty
for training with pay. Air reservists in this program make
up AAUs and AGUs. They ere members who ere prevented by
civilian occupation or distance from a Naval Air Station from
attending )|£ drills a yeer. There are over 30 of these units.
About 17 BARTUs make up the 12-drill program. These
units often drill 12 more drills without pay end members may










History of the Froblam* It la a well recognized
fact today that any large b-sinoss, if it la to aaqalra and
maintain a good reputation Internally and externa lly f must
puraue a vigorous public information pro&ranu In order to
do this a budget, varying in size proportionately with tho
site of the business, is usually set aside for the company's
public relations department to are in acoompliahlnt t:
objective* Public relations costs on a fee basis charged
by a counseling firm have bean estimated to run between
#500 to #15,000 per month plus expenses, with an average
1
base of about £1,000 in New York City. ace budgets for
publicity, the number one public rol&tlons activity, are
usually based on advertising experience for convenience,
2
let us look at »n advertising expenditure* It has been
estimated that General Motors spent almost 462*59 millions
during 1955 promoting £ood will tmonc its publics through
newspaper advertising alone* Taring t iler period the
1
oward £tepuenson and tfesle^ I • Pretsner, Publicity
for Prestige end Profit (New York: rcOraw-Lill, 1953 U i- • ^72.
2
Ibld .. p. 262.
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11
Conpress pieced a limit of $3«27 millions on appropriations
that could be used for public information and public rela-
tlons activities by all of the military eervices combined
plus the Department of Defense. The true size of this
letter figure can best be seen when viewed after bel
divider amon- the users. The First Navel District, which
has Wavy Public Information responaibility for ell of Mew
England, less Connecticut, received £2000 (apert from
salaries) as a budget during thia period for public inform-
5
atlon use*
It is not contended that the military needs, or
could even use. a lar^o outlay of expenditures for advertis-
ing. Obviously there is a great differenee in the aims of
General Motors and in the aims of the Mavy. But enough of
the problems encountered by both of these organization ere
similar in scopo to warrant similar action in disposing of
them. Such problems as procurement of qualified personnel,
retention of trained personnel, £ood community relations,
snd internal dissemination of information are problems of
the military es well as of industry. These problems can
beat be solved by the correct application of public relations
**Nevx Eud/;et rirost Fiscal Yesr 1957 (WAV© -1355),
Department of the Navy, Offie e of the Comptroller, p« 11.
5Statement by Kr. H. B. McDonald, Office of the
Comptroller, First Saval District, personal interview.
.-
12
techniques ana tools. The tools industry uses » re all tho
cnennels of communication wit a tue public — voles, newspaper,
raagasine, book, organisation, motion-picture, radio, tole-
6
vision, exhibit end demonstration.
Granted that the Navy's public information problem is
somewhat unique from civilian public relations, still,
the tie-in between sound civilian practice and Navy
method is as necessary as a medical specialist's know-
ledge of general medicine*
7
The problem of Navy Publio Information is not a new
one — only the terms used are now* Lome instances of former
Navy Public Information were cited by Comdr* Shaw and Capt.
rhipman when they aeidt
Actually, the foundation of good public relations
practice lay in the best naval tradition—from John
Paul Jones on, naval officers frequently acted as
diplomats in remote places, and ell were schooled as
gentlemen. rthermore, Ha hen explaining for the
first time the meaninc of sea power and Toddy
hoosevolt theatrically dispatching the "Great White
laet" around the world, each employed modern public
relations techniques* £ut, public relations as
science and art to be studied by every ftavy man and
learned where not inherited was unknown* o to the
navel officer of half a century 8( o, the word "public"
conjured images of lendluberly nuisances who unfor-
tunately held the purse strings* And the only
"rolfctlons" he knew were poor ones who envied the
rich navel officer.
unfortunately, many of the naval officers of todty still
Jesses c« w, Commander, I'SH, am John B* Shipman,
Captain, USH (Retired), The, esse for Itevy Public Information
.
1952 study published for Navy use, p* 3.
7Ibld *. p. 1*
8






rettln this archaic Idea of pal lie relations* However, the
rowth through the years of Wavy Public Infomstion has
been expanding, if sporadic. In 1912 Lt. Cdr. Walter S.
Crosley, a General Board member, proposed a specific
office for fMttic relations matters while a little lc ter
Secretary of the Wavy Joaephus Daniels, author and newspaper
editor who recognized not only the obligation to furnish the
public with information, but that it waa a top-level funo-
9
tion. personally held two press conferences daily. Thia
of Savy public relatione. Darin; World war I
the Navy appointed Washington-correspondent John Wilbur
Jenkins to man a Navy News Bureau. After the war this Navy
Wews Bureau was smothered by post-war disarmament and
economy. A very small Information section was then set up
10
under the Office of Intelligence.
As war again approached in 19140 renewed public
interest forced a gradual expansion fcnd under the veteran
newsman Secretary of the navy Frank Knox public relatione
moved into the front office under the eye and guidance of
the Secretary himself. Here, powered by ample funds and
stir.ulrted by earer public interest these civilian experts
in uniform lent it a reture and dignified standing and set
the pace for other government public relations agencies and
11
drew the cream of recruits.
10 11











Following World war II moat of una Navy « a sfctJLlad
advocates doffad uniforma leaving the post-war antl-mlliU ry
sentiment In the hands of officers reaantly recruited from
the fleet. These fleet officers struggled gamely to learn
public relations and at the aame time item thla tide of
reactionary aentiment but Navy Pui lie Information was at a
12
low ebb.
Today, prlwary information policy emanates from the
Secretary of Defense, while the Navy 1 a Chief of Information
carrlea the work load of both the Secretary of the Navy and
the Chief of Naval Operations* I ho two greatest assets of
today 1 a Navy public relatione I re a growing appreciation of
the need for more adequate public relations throughout the
Navy and a /-roup of dedicated line officers who believe in
13
the Navy. On the other hand the greatest liability of the
Navy 'a public relations today la the absence of a coordinated
>avy*wlde internal relations plan or program. This is tho
aterting point of public relatione and Ita absence le con-
sidered the most serloua lack. It ia a small facet of this
problem that prompted thla present study.
12
^Lawrence o. Pratt, "A Three Year Pro; r^-m for wavy
Public Relatione," Part II, a study ;indertaken in 1 or
Chief of Information and printed for Navy use, p. 3; fend






Present etatue and al*nlf\faaftf of %ba problem . In
order to urv*er~ tend cleerly the preeent position of
Navy's public information progre it is neceseary to ander-
the Co-irrosrion»l limitations on funds that era to tee
used for public informetion and public relatione purpoaea by
15
the Department of Pefnnae* r the pest 7 years e statu-
tory roauiromont has been in existence that limits tbe amount
set forth in each appropriation aot hat can be spent for
16
public information and public relations actlvitlea. The
Department of Defense provides i \atructionn for administer-
In^ the limitation end definitions of chargeable activities.
17Bach service
,
romul a tea those Instruct' one to its command; .
The law wss originally passer for three reasons:
(1) Congress was disgusted with interpervtce rivalry, (2)
inept hsndlin. of news, and (3) the belief that the services
were competing to releaae information about new weapons* The
law is not considered applicable now because the Department
of defense has by adminiatretive action largely straightened
out rivalry amo .e services; the cutting of funds puts
less experienced people in key spots, accentuating the very
15
Navv Budget Digest Fiscal Year 19i?7 « loc. clt,
TpO» 7330. !U . Department of the -levy,
Office of the Tecrettry (Washington, 1956).
1?
* copy of i rRUCTION 7330.U is included aa
appendix A to this study to more fully acquaint tho reader




problem Con, reis wanted to correct; and since Security
Review branch, Deportment of Defense also comes under the
limitation It eennot be expended without taking away from
18
other [ lblic relations activities. The last problem has
been corrected, however* But to edd to the cumbersomeness
of the application of the law, for the purpose of costing,
many public information and public relations activities are
charged to the appropriation even though the peraon perform-
them is not assigned these duties a a a primary reeponsi-
bility. It was estimated that in flaeal year 1951* this
20
practice co?t "323,000 to sdminister this law.
Since the congressional control of public information-
public rale tions funds appears to have every indication of
continuing indefinitely, what avenues are open within this
restriction?
One very important adjunct of tfavy Public Information
is the 27 Volunteer Public Information Reserve Hnite, compris-
ing some IjOO individuals, veterans of tf>rld War II, now
engaged in civilian public relations or allied endeavors. In
spite of the tremendous potential for skilled public relations
service at no cost to the Navy, little use had been made of
18
Pratt, op., cit., p. 70.
19
Mfll|l J ^MCTION 7330. LA . 2£. cit., p. 1,
closure 1.










th ilts. Hot; aver, other studies with their
reoommendatlona to overcome this have been made of this
subject end elnce they are not a part of the Naval Air
22
Reserve, we will not dwell on it*
Another way to attack the proLlem la internally aa
wae suggested earlier in this cut-pter. t.ith a coordinated
internal relatione plan in effect within the framework of
the Navel Air Reserve the record set by one of the Volunteer
Public Information Reserve Units of 12 projects conducted
23
during three years vould ceaae to be an isolated case.
Aa evidenced in an earlier cited questionnaire, the
enthusiasm and eagerness to help if present in the reserve
squadrons.
CNARE3TRA haa recognized the importance of an
inte* rr ted publio information organization in the tfavel Air
Reserve Training Commend. On 1 August 1956 s request was
aent by CNARKSTRA to Chief of Navel Personnel vie CMATRA,
CHINFO end CNO requesting authority to activate billets in
each wing itaff for a Comdr.. e Lt. Comdr., end four
enlisted journalists aa full time PIOs. This plan was
21
Thaw, o^. clt ., p. 32.
"Ibid .; and Pratt, 0£. clt.. p. )\$ ejt soq .
23f>haw, loc. cit .








enthusiastically endorsed end tpprovtl recommended by
OHXRFOf but CNO disapproved the i ^quest because of budgetary
limitation*.
Nevertheless, within tne structure of his
authority, rtf promulgated on 17 January 1957
CN- J720.17* 'i'hla instruction set up a
standardized administrative t nd collateral dut^ training
for Organized Naval Air Reserve Comnend Liaison and
as
Recruiting Officers. This Instruction is applicable to
all NAS/NARTUa and their attached air reserve units*
CNARE3TRA * s views of the problem are best shown in
paragraph two of this instruction tnd ere as follows:
The Import € nee of a ^ood Service Informs tion program
cannot be over emphasized* J. he beat salesman for
tho Navel Air Reserve, Naval /via t ion Cadet and other
recruiting programs ere the Navy personnel themselves.
The personnel of the organized reserve squadrons ere
naval enthusiasts, tnd due to their civilian/military
reletionship are in close contact with many youn^; men
who are potential Navtad, organised Reserve Officer
candidate* He^uler Navy* act*, material. It is
hi hi. desirable to have every member of the Orpe nited
Reserve Squadrons fully informed of Navy policies and
activities so that they will be able to speak intelli-
gently of the Navy to their civic groups end friends*
With a vigorous and enthusiastic ommand Liaison
Organization in each squadron of the NAR it will be
possible to obtein nation-wide coverage. In order to
accomplish this - oel, the Commanding Officers of ell
squadrons must support this program to the utmost, end
every officer fnd enlisted man must be appraised of the
needs of the service end render his/her support* he
NAS/flARTU Command Liaison Officer can provide valuable
assistsnee to ?t eakera by making available speech
material, film, projectors, photographs, ect.
A copy of C PRUCi. 720*17 is included






and continuing, in paragraph 3*
. . . It is directed t .ct i'U and aqiedron
Commending Officers re-evaluate tha lnformetion pro-
gvama of their commands, fehils coawand Liaison
Officers are responsible for the c-irection tad coor-
dination of the public and community relations pro-
grams of the units, conpandi ffleers are ur^ed to
indoctrinate end utilise all personnel in these
programs. It is believed that by so expanding the
base of this activity, i 1creased coverage and
effectiveness will be achieved.
.his, then, is the reserve public information program
that is in effect now. It has been In effect less than six
months but we were able to get a felr evaluation of how it
is workin*. enc its strong and weak points.
But to whet reserve units is this information program
set up by CKARESTRA INSTRUCTION 5720.17 applicable? The
entire organised Naval Air Reserve Command is affected. The
NAS/NARTUa are responsible for setting up the program and
each attached squadron, wing staff, AA , AGU, or & is
responsible for participation. The actual number and des*
nation of the reserve squadrons sre subject at contin-
uous revision in order to meet the demands of type of aircreft
a ve liable end the number of qualified personnel in a specific
as
eree. However, the composition at a specific tine of the
entire reserve unit component of the Naval Air Reserve
Command by drill programs might be:
In the I4C-drill program; 9ijVF (Fighter) squadrons,
I43 YA (Attack), 324 VF (Anti-Submarine)
,












>l) ^ASRons (C . and multi-en, ine support), 8 ZP
(Li
:
hter-than-t ir) and 11 BO Uolicopter) squadrons.
About 7600 officers are assigned to air wing staffs
and squadrons, including about $200 naval aviators
and more than 2ij00 ground and staff offie ore. ome
4fc»000 enlisted man Bra assigned to the program.
In the 2ij-drill program; 33 ^U» including 17 Air
Intelligence Specialist (AI) units, one Photo Inter-
pretation .Specialist (PI), one Photopraphi c Specialist
(PHOTO) and one Combat Information Center (CI 0) unit,
..Hare than 1100 naval avaiatore ero assi^nod to AAi s
and AGUs along with about ^00 ground and staff officers
and &00 enlisted men.
In the 12-drill program there are 17 BAsYOs with about
26
200 officera and a number of enlisted men participating
So that la the problem to data. We have the rulea
to go by, the organisation set up to help solve it and tho
personnel with which to complete the action. By the action
already taken and by the planned action for the future you
can readily aee the scope of the problem and the importance
with which it is regarded.
"Weekend warriors—They 're **eady for rul • Iuty,"









ORGANIZATION AND TREATKENT OF THE STUDY
Authority for study , on 16 September 1956 a letter
wee dispatched to CHINFO requesting a list of suggested
fields from which a thesis topic might be selected, r-lnce
the office of Information is the sponsoring Bureau of naval
officer students enrolled in the public information graduate
course, Naval Postgraduate . chool Instruction 5000.2 indi-
cates in article 30£ that CHI MFC- will be cons Lilted In the
selection of a thesis topic. A list of suggested thesis
topics was returned as of 10 October 1956 end a selection
from thip list. A thesis prospectus was prepared and
to the gredutte faculty committee which approved
it II4 December 1956. Permission was requested and obtained
from the writer's commending officer, Professor of Naval
Science Harverd University, on 16 ebruary 1957 to corres-
pond directly with other activities regarding the thesis
subject, in abeyance with U.S. Navy Regulations, article
1609 and Naval Postgraduate School Instruction 5000.2,
article 30J4.
Sources of Data . The main source of information
for this study was the eighteen Naval Air stations, the












Train: ait a of tin Naval Air Reserve Training
The CLO of each of these 28 aetlvltloa was aant a N*s/NAKTO
Questionnaire by air me 11. lrteen of these questionnaires
ware completed and returned In the addressed franked envelope
enclosed, A copy of the questionnaire and of the forwarding
letter to each of theae unite la included ar appendix •
A second questionnaire was aent to the more than I4OO
reserve units attached to theae >iAS/NARTUs. Since there wes
no record of the CLO of each of these reserve unity, the
I438 Heserve Unit questionnaires were sent to the CU a of
the NA38 and NARTUs end these CLOa were asked to forward
them to the Reserve nit CLOs. }• orty-five of theae question-
naires were filled out and returned in the return envelope
furnished. A copy of thia Reserve T.nit iiueetionnaire and
accompanying letter ie included as Appendix D.
nn 05 I croh 1957 correspondence *aa initiated to
the ^asietant Chief of Staff for Procurement and Liaison,
OHARESTRA
.
Thia billet ia held at present by ( ommandor* Cook
Clolend. Commander Cleland was the source of considerable
infcrmation es to the present status of ffevy Public Informa-
tion In the Reserve Training Command* During the Joint Forum
of Editors of Armed Forces and Airplane Industry Periodicals
at Popton, Kessachusetts on 11 and 12 June 1957 personal











On 26 April 1957 a visit was made to the bursa u of
Personnel end the Office of Information In i ashington,
D. C. /t luPers Cor r. Paul Broderlck, Comdr. L. L. Pevis
and Lt. Comdr. L. v • Teen were interviewed. These officers
deal with naval reserre personnel problems end were able to
give up to date information on tiie personnel aapect of Navy
Public Information. At the traininc officer, Lt.
Comdr. r. • • tudobtker end Lt. Comdr. P. Telia ftocca, the
administrative officer were Interviewed. » omdr. L. D.
Olson, head of intornal publications for CHINFO* waa inter-
viewed also as wall as cont ct-;d by an exchange of corres-
pondence.
Interviews at the I irst Mavtl District Headquarters,
Boston, Massachusetts included Comdr. ^ric . • I rdon, PIv
,
and J'r. 1 . . cDoneId of the office of the Comptroller.
overs 1 visits to NAE, South Weymouth, Massachusetts
wero undertaken durinc Kay and June 1957 *ad with the help
of Comdr. Daniol I . Wolla, the HAS CLQ, investigation was
made into the rn&erve squadron CLL activity aboard the
stttion. Comdr. Wells arranged a series of Saturday meetings
with the CLOs of drilling squadrons. Much Information was
fleaned both fror, Comdr. Wells end the reserve squadron CLOs.
There are 23 rocerve units attached to V? South Weymouth.
Those CLOs who were not contacted personally were mailed
questionnaires with forwarding letters.











A personal vlait waa made to NAT is, ara Falla, New
York on II4 Jane 1957. Lt. Comdr. R. L. Barnea la the MAS
'Tlarere Fella CLO« He waa able to peas on recent develop-
ments of Information activity In that area.
1;, r la of Method of Irocedure » It la uaually
better to use e cenaua ratitor than a aemple when etudying a
population or a collective or atatlaticel unlveree if it la
poaaible and feasible to do 80. a only orrora in a census
would Le errors caueed by en error of observation or meaaure-
1
ment. ice this eppeered both possible end feasible in the
present study a cencua waa undertaken with the universe be'
the entire Navel Air Reserve Training Command which contained
all lnstenoes of the attribute beln^ studied, namely the use
of naval air reserve i ersonnel in the Navy's public informa-
tion program.
It is evident, however, that a certain amount of
biaa did enter the inveatigation due to the method employed
in canvassing the main respondents. The questionnaire
2
method by mail uaually introduces certain error in the d&ta.
The biaa probebly most likely to be present in thin study
would be that caused by a return of slightly leas than 6
John &« ieetman, ? escrlttlve and fcampllnp Statistics
(New York: Harper and jurothers, 1 9I4 7 ) $ p« 2®5*
2
Ibid*, p. '%; end Herbert Arkin and Raymond R, Colton,
J .tllae of gtaticticel Met
h
od a (fourth edition; New York;









of the WS/NART; wueetionnairee and approximately 10% of the
Reserve I. alt Queationna Iras. Ona would suspect that "
Ob who did return the questionnaires were somewhat more
conoeientioue than those who did not and voulc thorefore
run a more active Information program than the CLOo who
did not return a questionnaire.
'other reason for the non-return of several u /
HTU Qu 3 s tionna Ire s ml^ht be the method of packaging the
tftS/TAHTT. e e Reserve Unit ^u«stionnalr9 together. The
NA:./ lonnaire was attached to the letter to the
GLO of the !t*S/3ARTi; with a paper. clip was placed on top
of the Reserve Unit ( a^stionnalr«s and air mailed in the
same lap tvelope. This questionnaire night possibly
havo rotten mixed up with the Reserve Unit Questionnaire.
It was noted that in st least two JlftE areas, several Roserve
Unit questionnaires were returned, but the parent ; *A£: did
not rati rn the KA3/.3ARTU Questionnaire* Aleo, in two
insteno I Reserve Unit Queei-ionnaires, totaling 35 in
number, were not forwarded to the reserve units because
the AS CLO did not consider the unit CLO would have enough
time to re pond in time to be included in the study. Ona
of those HAS CLOa said he had been on leave and the other
was from a far western United Ststes KAl
There are two factors which may coapenaaie for the




ell activities iu the statistical universe, iiret it is
felt the numerous Interviews conducted In person will emcli-
orete to a greet extent any error ceased by this factor*
Second it is hoped thet the writer's lest tour of duty .,«.,
lasting for two years at one of these reserve tfaSa as Naval
Aviation Cadet Procurement Officer end during which ti^e he
became completely qualified end actually performed itfii C.
duties, will give him an understanding and objectivity to
properly assess the questionnaires that were returned*
It was found that several faults existed in the
questionnaires even after they were pre-tcsted to prevent
this type of bias in the measurements* There was no place
on the questionnaire to record the place that was filling
out the questionnaire* On the MAS/leRXu questionnaires
this was easily corrected because of the possession of an
up to date list of all of the -- ~s, However, on the
Reserve Unit Questionnaires this was not the case and the
postmark on the envelope h&d to be relied upon for this
information* Since franked envelopes were used, there
were three questionnaires returned by reserve units which
were not cancelled at the place of mailing so the area they
cover is not known.
Another error in the MAS/JIARTU Questionnaire occurred
in the instructions to question six, ince this question








of these reports had been made covering a threo month period
it was explained In the latter accompanying the questionnaire
that a copy of thla report would answer the question per-
fectly. <>nly two stations enclosed copies of this report*
Two other of the reporting stations sent reports covering a
full year of activity inatead of the three montha period ap
expected* This error was not oaught on the pro-tee t beoauae
the pre-test station had not made Lhe report and the informa-
tion was not available at the tirae.
It was realized at the inception of the study that a
pre-teat should be conducted on more than one HkL but the
shortage of time and a limitation of lands did not permit
this* In future studies it is rocomi ended* v.here practic-
able* to use a large enough sample in tne pre-teat to avoid
these mistakes*
It ia not felt that any of these mistakes were
serious enough to affect the validity of the study* They
were all correctable within the limits of .he accuracy of





THE NAS/NARTU COKKANP LI/, IRON OFPIC
%i«
Discussion oT lfe£ Duties and RcsponsiblUt4fta oX the c
ox tht MfteVsAMU
The MAS CLO it not considered ft Public Information
Officer, lis duties include those normally subscribed to
under the definition of Service Information as veil &s
recruitin and oifioer j rocurement activities* bi view
ClftflMVlA tskes of the duties of the dA§>CLO was ststed fts:
At ft station level the Coaanend Liaison Officer duties
parallel those of the Procurement end Liaison Officer
on the staff. His duties are to promote the procure-
ment of Navel Air Reservists, Hsval Aviation Cadets
and Aviation Officer Candidates in accordance wit
directions from the Staff, as well as those of his
lis Immediate Commending officer* 1
However, a small part of his duties are considered as public
information end these are dutifully inves tigs ted periodicclly
by a teem to determine the amount that can be charged to the
public information-public relatione budget.
Specifically the HAS CLO is primarily concerned with
such activities as: (1) aotion on queries regarding jet
noise* low aircraft, or other community problems; (2) publi-
cation of the station paper; (3) arrangements for end
Pereonel correspondence of the Author, letter from
. ook Clelend, Aes»t Chief of Stftff for Irocuromen
Liaison CM TiA, 28 Karch 19^7.






acoordination of uest cruises i or locel functionaries , open
houses, station visits, air shows, ptradee, interment of
former service personnel, Military speakers at local func-
tions, locel inspections by hlf her command end cere of
visiting dignitaries j (I4 ) preperation and dissemination of
news stories, exhibits, films, film strip, feature stories
and publications for recruitment of AOCa Hav Cads end
reserve personnel; (5) supervision of end sid to the CLOe
of the reserve units during their week and drills each
month snd their yearly two weeks 01 active duty training
J
(6) Assigned collateral dutieaj (7) as well as assignments
to specie 1 projects by the Commandin
c
Officer.
A Statlstlc&l Profile of Present CLus of the NAS/NARTlg
The first three questions on the NAf/jtfRTU Question-
naire were d esl ned to elicit enough specific information
from the NAS CLOs about their backgrounds to form a rou
opinion about the type of person who is usually asrlrned
this billet, The information covers the thirteen MAS and
the three KARTU CLOs who respouuod. mo .Us were
located in fourteen states including: Kansas , Washington,
Tennessee, Alabama, New York, Nebraska, Texas, California,
Minnesota, Florida, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Ohio end
Michigan* **-
Length of present tour as CLQ . Usually in such a
billet as thet of CLO of a WAS the officer w ill hold the
'-
30
billet for 36 months. We iiiiu In Uie sixteen respondents
elfht who ht-ve been serving in their respective 1 >ts
for eight months or less; lour 01 tnese reported ior duty
one rronth or lose ago* It is also known that five or the
remaining eleven prospective respondents who did not answer
the cuestionnslre have assumed t ~oir job as CLO within the
last rive months , since November 19£6. This lesves rou£
half of the Naval AUp Rmaerv Training. Command with inexpcr-
n;i, ht be noted, however, that one of the C-lOs was
killed on Memorial Day In a mid air crash with another jet
during a fly over* 7 stations are used as a base uere
because one station vt. s new and hfcc not yet appointed a CL0«
The following table illustrates the length of tour
of duty as CLO the respondents iicvo served*
TABLE I
LENGTH OP TO NAS/NaRTU CLO
[1 >toa)
1-8 9 - 12 13 - 2k 2$ - 30 Total
&
_2 £ P Sv-K H
military rank * There Is one evident criterion which
is the quickest means of judging a man's length of experience














temporarily. J.s la his rank* uookine at Uo rank of tbe
res^ondenta who returned the li VsaaTW lurt ionaflire, we
find on© Lieutenant* olght Lieutenant Comr.andera and seven
Commanders. So we aee tuet this la conaldarad * fairly
responsible job* Three of these of1 leers were re, ultr Havy
Officers f nd thirteen ware naval reserve officers*
Of the olavan .IA3/21ARTU GLCs who eld not respond to
tha quae tionn* ira * thrae ware Lieutenants* four were Lieu-
tenant Ooaaaeaders and four were Commanders. ,,-ils study,
ut least* the offleer* who were of higher rank were more
likely to return completed questionnaires than those of
lower rank*





































. Orie of tue most valuable criteria
in evaluati 9 calibre of , eraonael In e specifio posit
i
li to know tua formal schooling and othor training tha porson
holding tha position h*»s had* In examining tha school back-
ground of tha NAS/HARTU Questionnaire respond ant a we find
that nine, wall over half of them, ere collage graduates.
Three attended college three years, three have two years of
college and one has one year of college work completed. Of
the college graduate**, two were in Business Administration,
one in Geology, three were P.?. decrees (one a graduate of
Annapolis), one was in enfrin«erinr «nd the other two did not
list thoir majors. The three who attended college three
yeara studied Industrial Relations, education, and Commerce*
In addition to this civilian college education, each
of the respondents reported from one to six Navy sponsored
schools or courses he had taken. All of these CLOs had been
through the flight trcinine. course of 18 months duration.
Two had beon to the Navy General Line School, e course given
to regular FTavy Officers who transfer from the reserve* and
who have not been to Annapolis. One had attended the Jfeval
Intelligence School, Language tivision—Russian* The course
at the School of Navsl Justice had been taken by two of the
respondents. One reported complex the CIC School at
Glenview, Illinois. Only one of the HAs/SARTU CLOs had* been
to the Armed Forces FIG School. Other courses reported to have
..
ovad ©;
been d were ?T.«et / lr Electronic Trelnlr. , th
Atlantic fnd Ftciflc achools; /ll Weather tool
J
pecial Veapone Treinirv - olivary amillarlzationi
International Lew; Atomic, Bacteriological, Chemical ' ofenee;
and tl vy /ircraft) School.
ill
IHIftl-lltiniMtlir. ™* Nafi/MHTU K£fl|8|BftNTS
InTelTi-
College Navy General gence lC Naval mad Force
(years) Line School School hool Justice hool
—»^—.——»~ i iiiiib u i « ! !!» i n i i i n »—» i^im-. i . * i.i—ni^miw , —
n
. i mm mt^mm^mm^^tmm
12 3 4
_^__ ^^1339 2 1 12 1
Former Employment . or ; important in determining a
person's qualifications for a specific Job, occupation or
position is his former employment, Respondent? were asked to
list their former employment in order to better evaluate
their capal illties as station CLOe* live of the respondents
stated they had come directly into the Navy from school 1
had had no prior experience in the Navy, Two i*d had no
SavCbd
prior civilian experience but had been NavCad Officers prior
to aaauming their present duties as CLO, Two reported work-
as a reporter for a newap&per in civilian life* Other
civilian jobs listed by the remaining seven were: Aircraft
aeaemblymen for las Aircraft; crop duster; Accountml,






Officers Club | sslee represonti tive; and work for »a
advertising agency*
Prom the fore oing attributes of the WS/MAKT j Ci.us
we see thet In general they are fairly new to their position
as CLO, they are mostly of the rank of Lt. Comdr* or Comdr.
They are ee a rule college graduates* and their background
In the service has not been in the public information field
their olvillan employment of any particular pattern.
Other Personnel in the Command Liaison Office
In ditcusein; the other personnel In the Command
Lislson Office we must note that there appears to be no set
rule es to the exect set up, organization wise, that is
wholly applies lie to every NAS/lURTU* Some stations have an
Information bt\6 Recruiting Section as well as a NavCed/AOC
Procurement Section under the CLO Department* tfavCad and
CLO are under I ft H at same stations. Other stations have
three separate Departments while some stations do not have
an I & R section but assign this duty to eXO and NavCed.
Regardless of the organization, the CLO works very
closely with personnol U t a I end HavCad end vice versa*
NavCad and I & R, if any, may be considered adjuncts of CL .
The NavCad Office of each station generally has from
one to three officers t nd from one to three enlisted personnel
attached. The Job of the I & R Officer is usually a collateral






The reason lor lookin, specifioally st the personnel
actually assigned to the CLo l>eptrtment is that, as outlined
above, their duties are numerous and seldom is their person-
nel adequate in number to complete every public i.iformetlem
project that slight come up*
One of the reporting stations indicated that they
actually had an assistant CuO, a Lt* (j*t,») wuo r.ad PI
experience in an active Navy squadron. no other respondent
explained that he was the CLO Department —- thore was no
journalist eve liable for assignment to the department*
,ht of the atatlons reporting did not have a journalist
in the department felthou^h other petty officers end non
rated men were assigned* One station, respondent number 11,
listed 12 other members in the apartment, but checking
their duties only five could be actually assigned to CJ
and these five had additional ditles that did not relate
directly to CLO.
The table below lists the personnel in each CLO




tH SACK W8/NAKT1J QMS*
——————— -"
Respondent no* 1 2 3 U * 6 7 8 * 10 11 12 13 1*4 15 16
CDR. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 l 1 1 1
u 1
LfJ 1
• • 1 1
11st last ] .0, 1 l l 1 1 1 1 1 1
aid Cleat . . 1 1 1 2 1
3rd Gluts P.O. 1
l 1 1
1 1
Seaman or / irraan 1 2 1 1 1 1
Civilian 1
/lthou^h the respondents wore atkod to lift the
training for Information work the personnel In their depert-
, j • ... «
>
aent had undergone, five did not answer this quettion end
>
teven teid that no specie 1 training had been received by
itk. .. -——
their personnel* Of the four remaining two reported that
., .
their Joarnelitt had worked on thoir Hl^h School paper, one
had done public relations work for the local police depart-











^ach .aval Distriet nas a lull time HO end rlnco
these Diatriote cover t ue •ntire Jiiltoc States they normally
have responaibility for Navy Public Information within their
2boundaries* fcevel ectivitiea within the Dietricts are
ejnected to support i ad to augment the information programs
laid (town by the district.
oatic re of the UkS/tUiKTU questionnaire
queried the station * a to what kind of information assistance
had Lean given the t,erent Naval District f-io in the lest year,
Iw© of the respondents answered "none" to this cues*
tioa. One of there, however* was a HfcflTU and stated that the
regular iiv| aif Station on which bitty w ro situated - id
cooperate on information matters with the I Istrict. h»
other station was just reorganizing its CLO Department after
an unsatisfactory inspection by higher command*
jven stations who reported this question indicated
that they cooperated with the District on specisl occasions.
These occasions included Armed i orces Day. Navy cooperation
with toy Scouts, "Mss Universe" Pageant, fairs, iievy League
events, band engagements, exhibits and displays. Four of
these B9Y9n stations reported arranging to include guests
nominated by the Commandant of the District on Fensacola,
Florida Orientation cruises.
a 9
; ecretary of the Navy, "General Order 19" (Hay 19^9),
P. 3«
-
Of the other sevei respondents) one reported
iphlo covero « fop the District, two reported little
assistance (one of these was 500 Riles from Headquarters of
the Pistriot), one reported close liaison with considerable
telephone assistance end three did not answer this question*
* Statistical Report of the Public Halations /.ctivlty of
i:aoh M*a/«Mtru
In order to assess moro full/ the emount of public
ions activities of each of the / the
tlsie the MM 3TRA limitIPCHON $7?3»17 h»s been in effect
respondents were asked a number of questions re£ardin^ pre-
sentation, news stories released, appearances, recruiting
spots and the number of personnel other than CLC Department
personnel who had part icipe. ted. The seme f rmet was ised
in the queatlonnaire as was used by CNARE8TRA in a similar
"Quarterly Public Relstions Information Peport, number
5720-2" which the above instruction had required to be made
by the 30th of the month following the end of the quarter.
It was assumed each NAS/»RTtf had made this first r>port
which was cue at CMSSTRA on 30 ;:ey 19S7 and that it would
be a simple matter to forwtrd an additional copy as they
returned the completed Ms/fAlta Questionnaire. Only two
reapondents forwarded copies of OMAR] rt 57 - ,
Two respondents did not answer this question. Two




full year d aotivity end several gave a monthly average of
activity* The inform* tion presented below, however, ia on
the bee is of a three month period*
Preaentationa * Paction a of question 6 of the HAS/
HaRTtf * rest ionna ire asked for the number of preaentationa
that had been made by the NaS/JiARTU and the reserve units
attached * This included the number of speaking engagements,
the number of motion pictures shown, the time in hours that
was spent engaged in these activities and the total slae of
the audienee* One station did not report this part of
question 6*
aring the first three months of 1957 thoro were IjlO
apea king engagements throughout CKaMilfftA with « range amc
the station* from 3 to 126 with an arithmetic xneen of 31*5
spoechor per station*
There were 2dk motion pictures shown ranging from 3
to >k P«r atatlon with a mean of 20*3 motion pictures shown
per station*
The number of hours consumed in this activity were
3i>b with a range from h to 61 and a mean of 2'(%\\ hours per
station*
These presentations were presented to audiences by-
each station totaling from 200 to 10,000 in size or an
overall tott 1 of approximately 31#i>76 people. The mean
audience total per station was 2,632.












1 20 10 30 200
2 7 IS 1 U00
3 10 3 k ?25
k d not ansver this pert of questiian* *
5 17 16 30 2,125
6 29 5k 1 1,125
7 12 2 12 1Mb
• 33 i40 2,331
9 k* 214 ko 1,200
-
10 26 9 29 1,257
11 St 19 16 2,700
12 Did not answer question* •
13 12C 36 U2 8,210
Hi 3 6 9 <S
15 25 30 15 >,000
16 d not answer question* * ere *
U Is I4IO 261| 356 31,567
»Hot reported.
Mi
1stories r l<tMd , The number of news stories
releaeed, the totel inches of copy printed end the total
number of pictures printed were reported in section b of
question 6 of the NA8/NARTI! Questionnaire*
^rteen stations reported a total of l,l|26 news
stories released re n; lng from 6 on one station to a total
of 7B1 from another during a three month period* The
nearest station in number of releases sent out to the latter
was one which sent out 132 releases. The mean total number
t out was 102 releases per station.
to totel inches of copy printed ran fro?: 30 tn II4O3
inches with a r rand total for the CWRESTRA of li982 inches
printed. The ststion which sent out 7^1 releases reported
657 inches of copy printed which ranked third among the
stations in copy printed. In inches of oopy printed, the
moan wee l\l>? inches total per station for the throe month
period* Only eleven stations reported total inches of cop]
printed*
A total of l+l|2 pictures that were printed wore
reported with a range of from l\ to f?5 pictures per station
and a mean number of 3U pictures per station*
Individual LB/ltft.OT news story statistics are

















3 1? 11*03 95
30 1
5 52 968 56








This question not answered.
kk
13 16 m 15
Hi 12 * 9
15 110 • «v
16 Thie questlion not answered. •







3Appearances . Sections c end d of question 6 of the
NAS/KARTU Questionnaire requested infor** tion concerning
appetrencoe end recruiting spots en television end radio
durinc the three month, period reported.
eppeerences were reported by 13 stations with a
total of 112 fppeartaoea on TV noted. The range of TV
eppearancea ran fror 1 appearance to 19 with two stations
reporting 1 and two reporting 19. -he mean number of
appearances was £ .6 per station* The time reported on TV
wee 1761 minutes or 2C hours 21 sinutea. The mean of the
tir a was 2 hours 27 minutes for the three month period per
station.
Only eight stations reported appearances on radio*
There were a total of 99 radio eppearancea with a tottl time
of 20 hoore 1*0 minutes listed by the NAS/UABTU CLOs for
this three month period. The mean of the tin,© per ate
on radio was 2 hour* 35 minuter. tt*4 ran^e of Fppeerences
on redio ran from 6 to 21 with a mean number of 12.li pax*
station.
Recruiting rpota . Twelve stations reported TV and
radio recruiting spots with a total of 37*? on TV and a total
of 3097 on radio.
Table VII lists r tatIon perticipetion in radio and





NAS/HARTU APPfciAR/NCliS AND JWWXTINO
i ot announcements or; csion










No. TV No. Radio
1 l * # a 2 2
2 i 20 * * 15 25
3 19 85 ft • 5 175
k a * 6 55 15 35
5 3 60 • 32 32
6 1 30 -); • 4 250
7 5 16 5 50 161| li,U2
Ufio 17 ij20 706 19 135
75 21 195 #9 15
10 9 600 * •» 25 100
11 13 110 15 120 6 17
12 This question not reported* * V M-
13 5 75 16 225 11 31*1*
Ik 3 90 7 105 9 5140
15 15 120 10 70 • «•
16 This question not reported* * « *
















Participation of Pare onnel Other man CLu
iont , The la at prrt of c ueetlon 6 on the \i*L/NARTU
•e, section e, requested the number of persons other
than personnel from the CLO Department who had participated in
the presentations, release of news stories, or radio or tele-
vision appearances* CRARKSTBA had urf ed companding officers
3
"to indoctrinate and utilize all personnel in these programs,"
Of the li| stations reporting this question, eleven listed a
ran£e of from 1 to 99 extra peraons outside of Qi»Q who helped
in the program* These eleven stations reported a total of
2ij7 perrons who helped* A series of this data showing the
frequency distribution and followed by the reporting
respondent runs thus: 1-9, h-lk> -j* 10-1, 10-8, 12-15.
15-10, 16-7, 35-6, 37-11, 99-13.
The NAS/KAHTU* CLO's Evaluation of Mis existing lublle
Information Program
As a part of the last question on the NAS/HARTU
questionnaire respondents were asked to evaluate the exist-
ing public Information \ ro*.ram Be a whole at their station,
•specially the contributions of the Reserve 'nits attached*
It was felt that this open ended question would allow as
much freedom as possible in answering and that perhaps a
pattern of answers would develop from which weaknesses and
strength! in the overall program could be detected. oet
3
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answers were fairly complete end severe 1 were quite lengthy
to the extent of attaching one or more typewritten pages
of explanatlve materiel to the completed questionnaire.
One CLO who relieved his predecessor on 22 June 195>7 sent
almost a blank questionnaire back. vo others who were
very scant In their remarks were also n*w to the CLO field.
Aa to the existing program of public Information
the Information was categorized Into four divisions Includ-
ing Community Relations, Internal Relations, Keel la Relations
and Reserve 'nit Participation.
From the Information presented In the questionnaire
enough familiarity was gained from the facts given to place
the program at each NAS/MRTu In a rough degree of profi-
ciency In the above categories with few exceptions.
In the area of community relations twelve of the
stations were graded. Four were found to have good to
outstanding community relatione while eight had fair
community relations. From the Inspection report prepared
by CWRESTRA concerning an inspection in Ksy 1957 of
respondent number 2 we find:
The excellent community end media relations that
exist ( nd the favorable publicity received by the
station reflects highly on th^ outstanding Job
being done by the and Liaison Officer ...
It is also en indication cf the interest snd
cooperation of every officer and enlisted man on
board in creating the favorable atmostphere of
relationship that exists between ... fnd the
community.
U










And another tribute to a well orgenized community end medic
relatione plan wae paid by the preeent CLO in referring to
hie predecessor who was recently killed in e mid-air jot
collision:
without reservation I think he ran the finest shop
and was highly successful 1 Lie relations
activities. This is attested to by the community
*. nd medis in this tree, in that their expression
of sympathy and desire to create a memorial in his
honor has been overwhelming .5
Interncl relations were found to be good or very
od on six of the reporting stations, fair on five stations
and poor on one. The station on which it was concluded that
the internal relations were poor included this excerpt from
en inspection form completed in April 1957 by CIJAhESTRA who
recommended:
• . • All hands be rei.idoctrinated in the objectives
of the public information pro* r*m to afford them an
understanding of the missions of the CLC so they are
able to $ ive support to the overell program • • . b
In the field of media rels tions the stations
appeared to be much better off with one exception. Sev9n
appeared to have cood or better relations with media and
seven seemed to have fair to ^ood media relations. As to
the exception CI 'RA recommended "... Creetion of
better media relations through personal visits by the CLO
7
and an aggressive and systematic release program. . . ."
^KAS/SARTU Completed .uostlonnsire number 10.
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Aa a part of the exiating public relations pre
was oo is icier *d daairabla to rind out w] . the liav&l
eieserve attecned to the . were playing
currently. Because of the iror-. complete Gnawers that were
given to thia part of the question « more exact determination
of the atate of existing reserve unit participation was pos-
sible. It was found that of the 15 at&tiona rape thia
question, 4 were outstanding In tho cooperation exiatl
between tae NAS/XART ie reserve unit CLQs, 7
stations ad good participation, 3 stations had some partici-
pation and one station had no cooperation or participation*
One station reports, "The reserve pay units ha ve
contributed immeasurably by obtainin speaking engagements
in their communities and civic or* conizations. . . . Tech
drill week end they are to submit a news release complete
and ready to bo mailed of some activity occurring during
8
the weekend." other says, -tunetely this station has
several people ettached to Reserve 'nits who ore employed
in t he iows media field, public relations, end advertisi
businesp who have furt sred the Meval Mr Reserve Program
in their daily work voluntarily. A few number of officers
have done en outstanding job for the past several years in
9
this regard."
NaS/jfAftTU completed ionnaire number 10.
q
HAS/NART* completed ty est ionnaire number
Ml
)i9
"-till another CLOs reported r n this vein: "Reserve
personnel are too busy waking • living lr. of the cases,
and may oven be on shaky ground because of an ex-army-air
10
force affiliation employer." Cr tiiiai "We cannot jet
propnr souadron coverage because nohody i§ delegated to
this job it 1 '5 f lwaya a collateral duty and you should
11
know what a Joke that is in the reserve squadrons."
one station who hat1 no participation reported:
ha
There has apparently been no, repeat no contribution
from heserve Unit 8* Thia may be due to not inviting
them. I (yesterday) invitod 5 aqutdron CO* 8 to eend
thair CLO'a to this office for a gat together on
your Torres i nd other facts. one responded or *ven
callod. Thia waa during a CO 'a Breakfast Conference.
Therefore I am sending the form to the CO's homes and
only hope??.'?^
So ve may conclude that except for a few exceptions
the Iti/NABTUt have fair community, internal a:,d madia
rol- ions. Media relations are probably the best followed
by internal rnlctions with some work needed on tha latter
and more work needed on community relatione. R*a*rve Unit
participation is good in most cases with a few extreme
exceptions.
An evaluation check sheet ia preaonted in Table VIII.
10
HkZ/.. completed ^uostionncire number 9.
^aV TU completed Ciuastionnaire number 3.










































Ijgy nntlmn by. the »t^/JMML £±& £2. Increase the g/fsetlvencas
of the Information Program
Ai a part of the last question on the HAS/nARTU
uestioa tire, question 7* respondents were a eked to list any
suggestions or confronts tney mi, ht nave thst mi ( ht increase
tne effect iveness of the existing public information program.
The replies appeared to fall into a pattern that would sug-
gest a number of cht-nt es, in the Reserve unit program aa
well as in MU/UkKta action toward the Hescrve nits and
utilization of them.
The recommendation a tbtdfeS/NAKTU CLOa made to
increase the effectiveness of the information program were
divided Into two categories* These are the recommended
improvements thst will be effected within the l&s/tHkRTU &od
the recommended improvements that will bo effected in the
Reserve Units* In the first category suggested changes
weret (1) An increase of personnel in the HAS/MaflTU" CLO
Department* (2) a decrease in extra ootles assigned CLO
officers at MaS/MARTUa. (3) assign the station i'noto Lab
under the direotion of the ate lion CLO Department* ik) put
ClaAKSTRA training pro ram 5720.17 into effect, (5) pro-
curement of more mailout - iandout material concerning. Navy
Public Information Bn6, recruiting to be forwarded to
reservists* (6) revalufct* the station paper to improve
content of material, (7) utilization of the addresso^raph
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fcll reaervj aquedron cruiaes, (9) make up & reserve CLO
book of instructions kimJ (10) make all Hi .0
billetp primary Job billets.
•commendations felling In the latter ceterory,
improvements to be effected at the Reserve Unit level,
include: (1) Uae ground aviation ffleers In all reserve
CLO Lllleta, (?) aae reserve CLOs and reserve personnel in
their own communities to 5 peak and -how film to civic and
other groupa or clubs, (3) meke CLC e primary billet in f 11
reserve units, (I4) augment the 01 HA 5720.17 training
ayllabua with Instruction in media utilisation and simple
public re It tions techniques end use qualified aquedron
personnel out of tne media fields to give the Instruction,
(5) assign Rnd reduce the shifting of reserve personnel in
the reserve CLO billet, (6) indoctrinate all reserve squad-
ron COs in the objectives of the public information program,
(7) set up a program requiring all reserve squadron CLOs to
submit after each week-end drill e news release complete and
reedy to be mailed concerning some activity engaged in by the
unit durln, drill period, I ven with these recommenda-
tions the spirit among the NAS/?iAi Os seemed to be key-
noted by these two CLOs who said: "i ut I think that in
terms of whet the atation f nd the Navy gets In return for
the CLO* a expenditures of tire and money, the reserve unit









Juat about anything." i id the other who aeid: "With 1^9
Heserve Squadrons attached to this statlou, the potential
for havin a successful public relet Ions program la
ill
tra^andous." This attitude was expressed by four other
of the reporting Oa end was intimated by several
others.
A tabular compile tion of these recommendations is
included in table TX.
HaS/NAKTU completed ^estlonneire number 6.
XL
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The data r©i orted 1 s chaptar wag takan from the
tad Reserve .nit question 1 that were retimed
by the CLOa of reserve uaita throughout the Reserve Training
Cocjuand. i'ho ue:Lionn£-ires war® returned from U4 states
Including California, A^nsas, Louisiana, Massachusetts,
. lesote, Mlte*url, -;tana, Nebraska, .\Yew ¥ork,
Ghio, i^nnsylvania, Texas and Washing ton* It wts unknown
fro* where two questionnaires ware returned* 3 majority
of tue questionnaires were filled out completely with one
or two having additional ps^es of data attache -owever,
two questionnaires ctxao back with the notation. "Do not know
what a CLO is,w 'Although the names of both respondents were
taken frou* a list of squadron CLOs which had been effective
sioee 1 January 1957.
Statistical Profile of the Reserve Jnit CLO
As with the SAS/flARTTT CLOs it war felt in order to
better evaluate the work of the persons In reserve CLO
billots an Inquiry into iheir backgrounds and training
should be made* Items that were investigated were the
number of persons in sach reserve CLO Department, rank/rate
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Department Mfbiri , It was iound that In only two
reserve unit* of the \\j which reported were there any
enlisted per?onnel attached* One of thaaa was a persoonel-
rran-alrman (FUAN) *x\t ona was a journaliat 3rd class (J03).
'J ha FNAN In civilian lifa waa a student | was a
}-AA otAwardess* In two other caser two oificara were
aaaif-ned in the CLC Department, Ore of tuese caaaa had two
Commanders and the other* the only ; arine Scuadron to report,
had a K.ajor and a Captain* Of the two Comdrs*. one waa a
college teacher and the other a veteran? Administration
Hospital official* Of the two marine officers, the *aj«
was a policemen and the Capt. a news reporter* This situa-
tion was beat described y one vi the respondents wno
reported
:
lillete for journalist retinga are available in
the squadrons at this time* iu load is on the
squadron hli) for actual oporaxion of the program*
Often that officer or representative doaa this as
a collateral duty* With numerous collateral
duties* details are often left uncone* especially
in the cases of m9n whose primary function is that
of pilots*1
Rank/hate * In examining the rank structure of the
reserve CLOa we find the group to be more junior as a rule
than the J)9* This is due doubtless to the fact
that in the reserve squadrons this is a collateral duty end
in many casea when a collateral duty is assigned it is ^iven
Reserve i-nlt Questionnaire respondent number Uk»




to en officer who may not elresdy have a fairly la rre number
of colla t ere 1 duties. In feneral the more senior officers
do have the larger number of additional duties aari:ned.
This le unfortunate since seldom is It the case that the
officer most qusllfl«d for s job setually pete the job for
which he Is best fitted.
Of the 50 officers In CLO billets who were reported
3 were LT. (J.g.), 17 were Lieut. , 17 were Lt. (omdr., 10
were Comdr., 1 was Ms J. USbCR, 1 was Cept. USMCK and, the
2
one exception to the fule, 1 Navy Captain*
Length of tour of fluty In the CLO Department . As
was the case with the NAS/NARTU CLOs It war found that many
of the reserve unit CLOs were relatively new to their job.
Fourteen had been appointed In the last six months, probably
due to the puttinr Into effect of c:*ARF.KTRA INSTRUCTION
5720.17 at the various NAS/^ARTi-s. Of the L3 officers who
reported their length of tour as CLO In the reserve unit,
2k t cr over half, had held the billet a year or less. One
CLO had served s yasr end a half In tha blllnt. In the two
year bracket ware seven, five had served as CLO .'or three
years, two for four years, one for five years, two for six
years and one tied been CLO for ten years.
2
There were 30 offleer a reported since of the kS respond-
ents, one (althou h he completed the questionnaire) indicated
b there was no CLOj one respondent, roportln^ for a wing
staff, reported for four other officers of attached squadrons
end two units h- d two CLOs each.
or g
Occupation . /• ml£ht be expoot*d the r«p«nre unit
CLOs cone from varied and diverse occupations. The largest
; ro~ip in one occupation wet that of sale*. Seven ware
classified in thla f roup Including two salesmen, one in
advert lslnr*seles, a District Seles Representative for Ford
and a Sales Kngineer. The next largest gillf wes that of
teacher* Six respondents gave < tielr occupetlon ss teacher.
There ware a Fine Arts Teacher and a College teacher with
the remaining four classified only as teacher.
Of the remaining 29 who answered this question four
were engineers (two of these were aeronautleal engineers),
three sold 1ns -ranee, three were attorneys (one of these
war also a professor of law and one of the other two was
president of a motion picture firm), two reporters and two
radio producers. Other occupations Included photographer,
service maaftger, free lsnce writer, music operator, account
executive, personnel air c tor, assistant treasurer and pur-
i 3nt, landscape architect, production manager,
>r of a Chamber of Commerce, a factory representative,
a business man, a Veterans Administration official and a
policeman.
School background . The amount of education the
reserve unit CLOs had completed was Impressive, although
only 37 cs? the 50 respondents answered this part of the
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59
college graduate! and three of tnese hrd completed three
year* of colic,e work while the other three bad completed
two ?etr» of college education. Of the remaining 31» 19
had graduated from a college and 12 'id done graduate work.
Of the 1? who had done graduate work, 11 have one or more
advanced or professional degrees.
A tabular compilation of the foregoing atstlstical
profile of the Reserve Unit CLOe la presented In table X.
ntapped T ereonne
1
in the Resarve t nit
It was hypothesised at the outset of the present
study that the reaerve squadrons and other reserve units
probably had e number of officers sttsched who, by reason
of their civilian occupation, were well qualified to assume
the duties of the 0L0 billet but were not beln i tlllzed
In that billet • Thirtyfour of the \\$ respondents answered
this question categorically that the squadron or unit did
not have any officers or men in the fields listed or else
noted the \ iraons in th* scupdron whose occupation fell
amonr those listed in the question* Five of the respondents
wroto that thay did not know of anyone in the squadron whose
occupation fell emonr those listed in question two of the
questionnaire. The remaining aix respondents did not fill
out the question in any way.
The 3U respondents listed 51 people in the units v
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i : College Completed
2 yeer* 3 yeara k years Graduate Work Total
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CLO Department, Xhe occupations and the number oX pax $1
aach war©: (1) Futlic relations — 11, (2 ) Advertisi
-- efts (3) Sews importing — k» ik ~ * IS) ree-
Lance «rltinfe — 1, (6) etographj — 13, (7) l rasa Censor-
ship — .
,
rotdcasting — 2, (v) Telecasting —2, (10)
Publishing — j, (11) hotion rictures — 3» (12) Theatrical
Productions — J, (13) 'i heater hana£evjent — U
The aalj Wo positions Ln a unit which ona would not
expect to sua a collateral duty assignment of CLO ere the
eamaanding officer I ad the executive officer. Of the 51
officers and men who were Hated in occupations in the
information field, only two ware cor;. cars and
three executive officers*
It was noted with surprise that two of the officers
listed in public relations occupations and one listed as
being a reporter were reported as not fealQf in the CLO
department out t^ey were collateral da1 0s in their units*
& rank/rate structure and number in each rank/re te
oi tais group of officers and men was as follows: CI —?,
LCL'h—Uj, LT—lij, Lajor—1, Chief Warrant fachinlat— I, Chief
rhotor rapaer'a Kate—3» Aviati n lootronics Technician lrt
Class—1, iuoto^rapher's ttato 1st Glass—2, .'A-£"t.—1, Avia-
tion Keehenic 2nd Class—1. i hotoi raphor » s Kate 3rd Class—3,
and Seaman—1. One reporter listed did not lave a squadron
Lillet or rank given*
wM •«*i *»
The reserve uni ^oU those > .core and £\on
hold was as follows: ;dminiatrat Ion—
2
f fcdminietri tlon
I-er^onnol—3, / viatlt ence Officer—1, i%viati
conical Training—2* Coawandliit. Officer—2, Coauaunicatione-
1, hlectrcriica—3, £*eeutlve r—3# Ilight Training—3,




ilavi&etion Training— 1, ona—1, Fara«an*l—1,
3




trvlval—1, end two othara had
nc billets listed.
In apite of the indication earlier in the atudj by a
nwclar of , aa they gave t vtl tation of
air o;;isti
,
Llic Lnfojrptati i'o^rams, that experienced
informational personnel help in the information program, in
view of the above evidence it ia b^lioved tiiat the original
hypothec is still sUnds, It is believed that in a number of
oaaea the rscervo unit I illet could bo more efiectivol;
filled l, re experienced peoplu available in the units
•
rtatua of I utile Information Literature In the lieaorv ' ta
ia third question of the Koserve Onlt ^uestionnai
csked the reserve unit CLOa if they received tny public
Information literature which waa useful in obtaining current
ormation regarding navel objectives, attitudes, or
»mslly the duties of a pilot ere assumed of every




policies, slso if not would they like to get copies of such
liters tare and how could they use it* Of the 1j5 respondents
16 reported thst they got no informs t ion, 1? reported that
it wss available at the parent station, 5 stated that they
got this information, 3 indicated that they ot some inform-
ation, 1 did not know, l\ ststed without elaboration that
the; wanted it end 2 did not report.
Two interesting views concerning public Information
literature can best be shown by quoting the two souroes.
First is s quote from a letter from Commander L. D. Olson,
U.S. Navy, Head, Internal Publications Branch, CP.1MF0. The
letter is dated 10 June 1957, «nd la addressed to the writer.
In answer to your letter of 7 June, your ides to
include Navel Air Reserve Squadron 1 s on distribution
for the Public Relations Newsletter Is a i ood one.
Unfortunately, we are limited by the Bureau of the
Budret to 6,000 copies of each issue. After distri-
bution to all ships and stations, major PI0 , s, Wavy
publications, end retired flag officers—nothing is
left. e were recently told to cut back distribution
in order to offset an increase in printing costs 8t
the Defense Printing Plant. About the only suggestion
I hsve, la for these units to request the Newsletter
snd District Reserve Publications from the Commandant....
The ether quote is from an enclosure to a letter from Lt.
Comdr. J. P. Wilcox, ttNR-R, a naval reservist in VR732,
rorse lie, Michigan. The letter Is addressed to the
writer md Is dated 2U June 1957
•
ow can we increase the effectiveness of the Navel
Air Reserve public information progra»7




Just alt or World war II we vara given all sorts of
formation \ i*H regarding tha
and varloua aventa wolci were conducted at tha
f tation. vary waek there was soma latter or j;aper
to remind us that we ware members tnd to raake us
proud of that membership.
I r.eve seen this flood—-dwindle away until now
there la almost nothing*
Tha station newap&per (which I had the honor of naming
"NA£ Orosse II u n ) had lots of interests
Information about tha station end the program. It has
bean discontinued*
Tha tt -—one of tha finest end moat valuable
publications the Navy puts out-—ha a been discontinued
foi B delivery where it was seen and by lots
of non-Navy people as wall as reservists. Tha email
amount of postage saved has been many times off set by
the loss of interest. I eople just don't help them-
selves to those little newspapers when they are put in
a pile on the desks. We have drawers and drawers full
of them. Whan we get them at our homes they become
another link with our poaitiona as Naval Reservists*
In tha Chamber of Commerce I aave learned tha effec-
tivenesr of these 'ipeclal Bulletins Bnti Newsletters.
If we could get this sort of thin*, from our counter-
parts in the station-keeper organisation we would
ARRIVE for our week-end drills VLUQi he score
instead of spend! 1 r tim9 trying to find o
what it la.
fcy squadron put ant its own newsletter It- the mailed
i each month. ;t one time I was told to
stop-—-' bee* use It takes too mush paper l" (seventy
five sheets.) This "sntl-infcnnstion" attitude may
save money* but I can taatify that It hurta tha program
where it is difficult to repairs——with the
enlisted personnel. . • •
Theaa are tha vlewe. e limitations of funds on
one hand and tha desire for literature on the other* Several
suggestions would seem to point out the middle ground. A




reserve personnel during their weekend drill was auggeated
but as has been pointed out the amount of tire the busy
reeervlst her to spend during * drill period on things other
than his immediate duties is quite limited. This point aa
well hb a augpested solution wae pointed out by one
respondent who said:
The atation CLO forwards pertinent information to
unit CLO oa the occaaion aria- . re la inauffi-
ciant time to devote to reeding too much literature
on your drill weak-end* ¥ou would have to apend a
lot of non-drill time on such reading. 1 concise
memo-type tulletin would be the best, xou could
alert CLC»s to needed reading areas .m
i further step was suggested by Corodr. Olaon in hia
letter of 10 June 1957. He suggested CB&RE5TRA PIO originate
a monthly H€ Newsletter for reserve air units. Included in
the newaletter would be material from CHI'JFOs Newsletter end
from other directives desling with public information which
oftentimes do not reach individual squadrons. C'omdr. Olaon
indicated he would suprest this at the next meeting with
CRARESTR*
.
Cooperation with other 3a vy and Civilian Activities
ince each of the reserve unit CLOa and all members
of their squadrona or units ere connected through their
occupation or t h social ties to a number of civilian
organize tione, it would appear reasonable that the reeervlst





wo-lc provide life If on botween the Mavi
.
fteaervs and
IM civilian activities. In order to too how true this
hypothesis vet, the fourth question on the Reserve unit
..uostionnalro asked 11 there were any other activities in
ffeelr area that they coopers toe with in public lufomation
work.
iwenty-one of the reporting CLCs indieeted tuat they
did not cooperate with any other organization a and seven
respondents did not anawer the question*
Included in the question was other Navy activities.
Of the 17 who did not report negatively or did not report*
four reported possible or actual cooperation w ;ther n*val
units. One respondent said:
We have a ground Navy Heserve Unit in our town with
wtion. w* could coordinate public Information* They
have personnel In newspaper, radio, and television
who, --If coord 1ncted—could give our unit access to
tho various , mod ia *i?
There appeared to be a general attitude among the
reserve unit CLGs that it was the responsibility of t.ie
station CLO to coordinate til pullic information ectlvity
with any outside organization*
Sffecte of ^he Tj^ge Limits lagged by. ))onth],y Week-End prills
In addition to the problem during drill periods of
performing flight duties* attending to other collateral
5







les »r\6 trying to find enough tire to attend to the
assigned coll d ties of CLO, it wii sur: isod that the
reserve unit v*ould also be : lapued with, what was thou
of ar, a near insunaountable lack of continuity In sny inform-
ation ram he might try to pursue. There were mixed ©pin-
lone on this at reported by the reserve unit respondents.
Seven of the reporting rtaarv* unit CLOs reported
that there was adequate time to effect their information
plans. Twelve aalr t there was not enough time to carry
out an effective program. 1 en others gave auggestions for
oreroorrT is difficulty. The remaining 16 r9B9rve unit
respondents did not directly ©nsw»r thit question one way or
another.
jested ways of dealing with thia problem were
varied, of the respondents favored allowing drill
cr<> Lde work ng times when the unit was not
drilling . ich activities as speeches, showing movies,
contacting media or running exhil Its at public affairs
6
• hould oount toward drill credit it was felt.
Other suggestion* for off-drill public rein t ions
work included » ivin.
:
written commendation awards to success-
7
ful salssmen of navel aviation for recruiting results.
Social _ ctiona at non-drill periods to develop a spirit of
6
heserve Unit Questionnaire respondent number 10.
7











pride end cooperation end Involving the attendance of
7
Invited rueetf at the station waa suggested*
Within the time limits It was suggested that the
reserve nit CLO write newa stories during the drill to be
ven to the station CLO to edit *nd pass on to the local
8
area media.
Suggestions to Increase the Effectiveness of the Information
Program
A considerable number of worthwhile auggestlons for
increasing the effectiveness of reserve units Information
program were included In the completed questionnaires.
One of the most mentioned suggestions to increase
effectiveness of the program was training courses or
materials for the resnrr* unit CLO, Nine respondents
specifically mentioned this item. The general attitude waa
expressed by the respondent who* in his suggestions to
increase the effectiveness of the program, included!
1, Establish schools for CLO locally as CLO clinics.
2* Compile CLO kits containing fell pertinent inform-
ation for squadron CLOs,
3* .st£i lish correspondence courses or other home
study plsn (I sm very interested in the program
to improve and advance the reserve PIO program)





Reserve Unit Questionnaire respondent number 8.
o





• . . or* squadron MO represenativee should attend
. . nools as a phase of their trelnln •
Thla might be done by both flight tnd non-1Hi ht offi-
cers* case of the former, more than a II4 dav active
duty for training period la recom*, ended, • , , iD
The next raoat frequent rnswer to thla problem was
clorer liaison with the CLO of the parent station, wtth the
introduction of CXsRaSTFUPs training progrem promulgated ly
hie inatruction 5720*17 and other station training measures,
it waa hoped this problem would be rerolved.
Other suggest iona Included using ground aviation
officers as squadron CLOs, allow s primary billet for LO,
increase the number of visitors to the local station through
invitations from reserve squadron member*?, set up a positive
program of publicising the program in the locbl communities
of squadron members, increase in CLO Department personnel
incl ding the assignment of journalists, increase the number
of press releaaes by requiring submission during each drill
week-end, end the recruiting Into the organised reserve more
ex-navel personnel with public relations experience*
losrultlng plan of a Mayal Air Station , One of the
main objectives in a program of public information, fror the
standpoint of a CLO in fulfilling his main duty, Is the
recruiting of naval reservists* OJtAJOfilHA activities all
over the nltod Statea engaged in an extensive sustained
recruiting drive during fisctl year 1956. Turing the entire
10
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period one Naval Air Station led the entire nation in
enlistments into the navel air reserve programs, 01 coarse
the most of the remits coald be attributed to a dynamic
»up of hard working fill time active duty station keepers
applied with skill the teohniiuas of public relatione as
applicable to the problem. However, under the guidance or
the station keepers the week-end reservists were formed into
a well organised smooth working group that aided immeasurably
in the overall results of the recruiting drive* This organ-
isation of naval air reservists 1? applicable not only to
recruitin., but community relations as well as other ends of
a public relations program. It has been suggested that other
naval reserve units at other activities might want to copy
the organisation plan laid down by this station, A copy of
this recruiting plan is included as appendix I to this study.
This recruiting plan was broken down into five basic
requisites for success of the mission. These were: (1)
Source of personnel, (?) Getting the word to the source,
(3) letting the personnel to the station, (ij ) Recruiting the
supply, (5) Distributing the supply.
The second part of the plan, getting the word to the
source was the main public information chore. This was done
systematically by personal contact, mail &nd public or
general advertising.








Each member's residence was cotermined end ha was given
contact ct rds of proepecte In hla rree to contact personally.
Fall was eent out in caeca whore pereonel contact
wee not poaaible or ae follow up reminders. General mall
out material wae alao mailed to mailing Hate*
I uLlic end general advertielng waa solicited on a
public aervice basis from newspapers; radio and television;
window dieplaya and billboards; special events . as
fairs, picnics, lawn fetes, oct.; social aad civic organiz-
ations u aa Hoy bcoute, Lioae, Rotary, and service
orgeniaatlona. I istrlbution of brochures *nti pamphlets




AN ANALYSIS OF THK DATA OBTAINED IH T.
ne dote obtained in the study wcs jlecned from two
major aources, the NAS/NARTUs and trie Reserve unite attached
to the NAS/NAKTUe, Theae date have been preeented in cnep-
tera IV and V more or leas objectively with little or no
enalyeia aa to the attendant circumstances regarding it*
Thir chepter endeavours to relate thia information to
concepts from the field of public relatione*
MAS/NARTU Data
The problem of understanding the human and social
elements in the operation of any organisation ia recognised
increasingly by modern industry. For this res son both ques-
tionnaires in tills study strove to ascertain the background*
Qualifications end training of the CLOs of the respective
organizations.
KAS/MARTU CLO . In studying the N/ S/HARTU CLO, the
fact that half of the respondents had held their job eight
months or less was not judged overly important. It would
appear, however, that thia was sn excess of new officers in
e billet which normally lasts three years. A more freOuel
turn over of CLOs at the NAS/HARTUs would probably add more
continuity to an overall Naval Air Reserve public information
effort*
cv;.T rT\ i i
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In analysing the rank structure of the NAS/HARTO
CLOs it la round that the ranks of Lt. Comdr. and Comdr.,
slmost evenly distributed, and a small number of Lts.,
rnoetly at smaller KARTUa or Naval Air acilities, comprise
the officers 1 ranks who hold these positions* Aside frost
the qualifications one vould expect to find in s group of
these ranks, another aspect must be remembered regsrdlng the
CLO's rank. The CLO deals a groat deal with editors, oi fl-
eers in industrial and educational fields, and leaders in
the community or area la which he la stationed* Rank Is one
of the most obvious items in pointing out whet Roethllsberger
1
has called "sod la 1 distance*" >me of the persons a HAS/
HARTJ CLO deala with would undoubtedly rive limited if any
tooperation to an Ensign or Lt* (J.g«) if i pproached on an
information project.
The study showed that of all the schools attended by
the CLOs of the JIAS/NARTUs only one CLO had attendod the
rcoa PIO School* In commenting on education for
2
executives Eubln said that there were two parts to it.
The first part was a set of values and a corresponding frame
of referenoe or outlook; and the seoond, a body of substantive
F, J. Roethlisberf er and w. .]. Dickson, hEna/ eme..t and
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facte and principlea about an area of reality. It would
•am that the MAS/NeRTU CLOs have a tood set of values and
frame of reference or neve fulfilled the firat ptrt* but
at additional training in the public information field,
or fulfillment of the .< soond part, prior to aasignment to
this type of duty would positively enhance the Navel t ir
Reserve information program*
Public relations activities of each HAS/" la* Dm
statistical report of public relations aotivltlea of each
JttS/lttfiXU is a quarterly report made by each MS/NARTU to
CIARKSTHA every three months. This report was initiated by
-TRa I 720.17 of 17 January 19>7. &rt of
the information give* on this report can be used to give an
accurate picture of the public information activity ft a
station but other information inoluded in the report can be
very misleading. From the data presented by the NAS/NaRTUs
on this report* it appeared some f 1* ures given were esti-
mated* and might not be overly accurate*
The report of presentations gives a fair idea of
the activity aboard the stations as far aa reaching audiences
by speeches and movies* By these data preaented it can be
recognized which atatlons have a speakers • bureau or which
ones utilize a number of station personnel in this type of
cctivity. It appeared, however* that the figures £.iven in






so fiend 30 hourr with budiencee totaling < 00 in
20 speeches < nd 10 moving pictures dees not t ppe^r quite >n
correct* > n excellent outlino plan lor reaohing audiences
through presentations is presented by Stephenson %n/i
3
irat&ner in their book Publicity or restive end frol it *
In tuo public relations report the reserve stations
submit, the sootion most likely to be misleading or present
e picture not in conformance srith the true state of affairs
is the News Stories Released section* .>ne of the IB '•
interviewed was very outspoken in Lis criticism oi uils part
of the report. He is also a former newspaper employee*
This psrt of the report is further broken oown into subsec-
tions of number of news stories released* totel inches of
copy printed, and total number of pictures printed. The
trouble with this >ert of the report is that there is
quantity control. on the statistics but no quality control*
There is a great deal of difference in having a three inch
story in a weekly newspaper with a total circulation of 150
and having the same story in a metropolitan paper which
ns five editions dally with a circulation oi several
•ed thousands* i'he number of news stories printed
is no ides at ell of the typee of stories or for what
publics they ere intended or where they were printed* The
Howard Stephenson and Wesley • ratzner. I ull ic ity
lor Frost l*e fend 1 rofit (New iork: - ill. lSJTT.
pp. 6Wi.
iniM'ii *i-. ."'.




total numi.tr oi icturea printed tolls nothing of the size,
content, or plsceroent of the pictures, rom the informetlon
given In this report there la nothing; to even guess at the
number tnd type of people who saw either the pictures or
k
atorlc ,
Radio and television appearances and recruiting
spot anno :.c or.ante were reported as a part of the reserve
public relations report. This part e report Is probably
the most t-cc urate since sny error would be in tabulating the
appearances or spot announcements* However* the hour of
broadcast and power of station should be reported* very
reporting station reported using television appetrences
except one and that station reported having 15 recruiti
spot announcements. owevor, tight out of the fourteen
stations reporting this question did not utilize radio for
eppearanoea or in two cases radio recruiting spots* The
writer, in two years of recruiting MavCada and AOCo, found
onlj o.i candidate who qoaliiied as un outstanding candi-
date for the AOC program. This AOC candidate when asked
where he heard of the program promptly replied, "In a c>
radio while out for a ! unday drive" Many other prospective
naval aviators also mentioned the radio as a source of
information for varloua facts about tee service. This





Important media often la able to remind £ person oi your
Navy when he may be moat receptive,
fftft/^f^ IM **M***tion* to. Improve the Information
prorram apt lloable to the station . One of the moat Inter-
esting group of anawera to a question on the HA&/NA1
ostlonnalre was the suggestions given by the CLOs lor
improving the effectiveness of the Information program.
The anawera fell roughly into two categories, action to be
accomplished in the NAS/HARTU and action to be completed in
the reserve unite attached to each NAS/tf* .
The study uncovered the following recommendations by
the KS/laJTOJ CLOs for action effecting the SAS/naRTUi
1, An increase of personnel In the fcflt/leJilu' ( LO
Department*
2. A decrease i.i extra duties assigned CLC officers
at SAS/HARTls,
3* Assign the station Photographic Laboratory under
the direction of the station CLO Department,
2j» Put CHARL3TRA training program 5720.17 into
effect,
irocuroment of mere railout—handout material
concerning Navy I'ublic Information and recruiting
to be forwarded to reservists,




7. lizstion of the addreasograpb end telestory
tnts.
8. Fend newe media representatives on all rftamrv
ron crnlses.
9. Pake up a reserve unit Cl,0 book of instructions.
. Yske all NAS/flaJWU CLO bllleta primary Jot billets.
Consideration of HaS/WftRTU CLO recommendations for
the r tat Ions . The first recor endetion above would appear
to hsve little chanoe of fulfillment slnee aboard a ftavel
Air Station personnel shortages are not limited to the CLO
Department In moat esses plus the very strict limit on addi-
tional fundi for any public information—public relatione
expenditures* However, it was noted that seven of the
reportln. stations did not have a journalist in the CLO
Department. ~ther ratea in the CLO Department instead of
Journalist included personnelrran, yeoman, radioman, evlatlon
machinist mate, seaman and airman ratea. Kven if some of
these personnel do excellent Jobe, as waa reported, it la
contended that additional training in Journalist skills will
rove their performance in the CLO Department. Four of
these ststiona elso reported that no other per; onnel other
than CLO Department personnel were i ?ed in their public
information program. The writer has found that many persons
aboard 8 station era eager to help in varioua public inforae.-













execution of tha project.
e pQconr' recommendation, that of coereaslnr the
extrr. duties assigned CLO officers, may be valid at a very
few stations that have an acute shortage of officer personnel
or at the smaller rtatlons where the CLC Is a collateral
duty. '.'.'his Item Is related to reconr endation ten above In
that It was recommended thst all WS/HARTU CLO billets be
made primary Job billets. In those oases where one officer
is assigned an excess number of collateral duties it is
felt (hat thle is a temporary expedient. The writer parti-
cipated la »n lnap«ction by cXARRftTRA at a NAS where it was
found that one officer was assigned a large number of collat-
eral duties and the inspection party recommended that he be
relieved of a portion of them. The recommendation was sub-
seouently csrried out by the CO of the Air Station. ach
station that has a collateral duty CLO hee different prob-
lems, but to quote from a CNAMWYRA inspection report of
Hay 19i>7 concerning one of thepe stations '...considering
the fact that Command Liaison is s collateral duty at.,, the




The suggestion in recommends tion three above that
ths ) hoto Lab be eseirned under the direction of the station









ghp appears to be a aound idea. The writor knowa of thraa
tatlona wnore thie arrangement la in effeot and It la
qulta aetiafaetory. formally the greateet amount of work
done hy & station Jrhoto -r,ab directly or Indirectly affects
the uLO Dapartaant. hvan on one att lion where the Photo*
graphic section cornea unoer tne Maintenance Department there
ia a tacit agreement with the 0LO Department that they need
not gat hcintenanoe approval unless it of lis for members of
the Hioto Lab to be absent from the station or otherwise
oocu^i >d lor a long length of tire. This ia not a vary
efficient arrangement nor is responsibility for action very
well defined,
The fourtn recommendation to put CHARSSTRA treinlng
program $720*17 into affect came from several stations which
were oven tuen putting the program into effect. This su -
geatlon appeared to bo more of a declaration of frith in the
soundness of tne program than an overt reoommandatlc .
I\ocosiit endationf five, six and awn, having to do
with procurement of uiore mailout—handout material , a
revaluation of the station ptper, and utilization of the
addr<)oaospapn and teles tcry, appeared related. Tho station
paper is one of the best mailout—handout items available
if it h*a a oontent interesting; to the persons it goes to.
This problem is not unique to the Navel / ir I'veserve* The
iratt study indicated that of approximately 5^0 ship and
•I'
torn
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nstation papers In the Hevy only a handful ive insight Into
the mission of the Wavy oaualnr the N*vy man to bo proud of
the task he Is dolnt*, although this Is the Ideal median to
6
secure a better Informed and more loyal group of ran.
/lthoith the ueual station paper Is a modest monthly undar-
trki. , -eid for by mm topajytpi le*ts4 Palili fror the meager
profits of the Navy JSxchsnge, a wealth of Information Is
available frorr: the many naval pi^ ions that arrive dally
at the CLO office as well as local station end souedron news
ltema. It wss notnd on the Reserve Unit Questionnaires
returned that 16 of tbe Reserv >s reported thet they
rot no literature concerning information activities in the
Mavy while ?0 said they got sorre, It wss available at the
MAS, or they rot enough. The receipt of a good station
paper at their homes monthly would do much to relieve this.
Other nsllout—handout material include one
page announcements of events st the strtion, in the reserve
squadrons or pertinent events la the locel area; a C'lARE^YRA
Mewelett*r compiled fMS roleven' HPO ttnA District Bulle-
tinaj or new r«oruitin? mailers which the reservist could
uae to answer luestions which as a *avy member of the com-
munity way be asked of hi .
In maillnr out material to members of the reserve
• 6
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ts up* of the addroaaograph la • muat. One station woe
rnd to be addres: ' the atai c.por to the recipients
•ess on aaoh ©par. An eddreanograph was
available ddress plataa had not bean made. It waa
Mathd thrt sore stations did not even hayo a li3t of the
tSLOs. The :e of on up-to-date pro::, of
tp ! bdlvlded Into subgroups of reserve
jnlt por~omel r^uch &t squadron COs, squadron CLCs, etc. ia
oonslder^d a neceasary pert of any etstlon CLO Department
•
The a mmaadatlon that newa media repreaenta-
tlves be sent on all reserve squadr or
•tat tons that h*ve a small number of squadrons aboard,
the station that reported that there were l}9 squadrons
attach-^ would have a difficult time ge >wrraen to get
excited about an event which waa repeated approximately
weekly, year in year out,
^ec
. reserve squadron normally goes an Hi days
continuous active city for training aaoh year. Thla reserve
sdron eruise la anually taken st another Stevi 1 Air station
or at some overseaa base. If there Is some "nawB hook" ele-
ment Involved local newa r.edla can be persuaded to aand along
a representative to cover the ev^nt ranging In time fror the
fill 11; days to a day or so of It, In July 1956 the writer
accompanied a reserve squadron from his HAS, as CLO, to Port
Tyantey, Morocco. Africa. Included tlonp with the Nav8l Air
;ruj
i -,
: , n .
83
heaervlsts of (.he aquedron fine vin6 staff were media
representatives from seven local newapapers* c-ne of the
repreaentativea from the news represented not only the
affiliated newspaper but the local radio station at which he
was special events director aa well* This was the first time
a local reserve unit cad deployed oversea? from this station*
Excellent coverage waa afforded from all participating news-
papers and the radio atetlon carried news, taped interviews
from the varloua places visited and live interviews after
the group returned, i reining flights and visits on which the
media representatives participated included trips to
Gibraltar, arcelona, Madrid , Rome. Naples, Casablanca and
Rabat* Copy was prepared by the station Journalist end
pictures wei • * taken of aquedron members and both sent back
to tbe KM which forwarded them to local papers in the com-
munities of the Naval * ir Reservists whose papers were not
represented on tbe trip* It is believed that this type of
operation provides the best opportunity for inviting media
representatives on a vb%tv% squadron cruise*
The ninth recommendation by the HaS/KARTu CLCs was
to make a reaerve unit Ci.0 book of instructions* This
appears to be a sound suggestion and If carried throu
should aid the reserve unit CLQ in knowing what his task is
ss well ei in performing it. The instructions in such a











station to station but stcndard procedural at Included In
7
the •Wavy Public Information Manual" when applicable to
the reserve unlta sould l-e included. Pnothnr Instructive
article on wrltt sws releases, "So You're the PIO l* by
Lt. J. J. Pausner would probably be uaeful to the new
8
reswv ''nit CLO.
HAS/HARTU CLO recomrende tlons applicable to the
rcrerve units attached . The study also brought out a number
of recommendations for sctlon to be completed by or in the
•fsval Air Reserve units ettached as su^geated by the atatlon
CLOa. These recommends tlons were;
1* Use ground aviation officers In all reserve unit
billets.
2. Make CLO a primary billet In all reserve units.
3. Assign and reduce the shifting of reserve personnel
in the reserve unit CLO billet.
!}• TTse reserve unit CLOs end reserve personnel In tLelr
own communities to speak and show film to civic and
other groups or clubs.
S. Anient the CNARSSTRA $7?0.17 tralninr syllabus with
Instruction In media utilization and simple public
relations technique! snd use qualified squadron
personnel out of the media fields to rive the
'"U.S. tfavy Public Information Manual," SecNav Instruction
5720.7, Lnclosure 1 (Nevexos F-1035* 1953).
8J. J. Pausner, Lt., USfJ, "So You're the Ilul," nited







6, Indoctrinate ail reserve squadron eemnanding
officers in tne objectives of the public information
prog;
7* Set up a program requirln ell reserve squadron
CLOs to submit sfter each week-end drill a news
release to the MAS/: CLQ complete end ready to
be mailed concerning some activity enga- ed in by
the unit during the drill period.
Consideration of MAS/s»»fU cLQ recommends talons fog
re units* The first three recommendations above by the
CLOs point up the pressing personnel problem in
the r*Bmrv unit CLQ billets* the first suggestion, to make
the squadron CLO a illet for an aviation ground officer,
is in effect st one HAS end appears to help considerably in
the amount of time the Navel heserviet has to do nis job end
ii t result ft much better quality of work is turned out*
In the presant day IJavy aircrt.it squadron the job of
flying is implicit in being, a naval « via tor c. no when a pilot
ia assigned r primary Lillet, such as maIntent*nee officer,
this work is expected to be done over and beyond his flyj
duties* During World war II, when the greatest number of
the nsvfcl aviators now in t e reserve squadrons wore trained
and served on ective duty in squadrons, little heed was paid
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*ai:i squadron illote which required an? oxtencive work on
the deck wore aasignad to eviation ground ofMoors. ..any
of the older reserve aavt 1 aviators nave not even beoojie
swsre of the present peace time economy in personnel and
retain tie attitude that the only reason they ere in a
reserve squadron is to fly. They pay scant attention to
their assigned primary billet, and none to any uollateral
:.es that h; to be added after their name on the
squadron roster. This was demonstrated whan two Reserve
Jnit Ciuostlonnairee were returned by reserve officers* who
had been appointed collateral duty CLOs of their reserve
squadrons for six months or over, wi • notaiion on the
practically blank c:uestionnairee, "I donH line* what ULQ'
means •
"
In making appointments to the billot of Ll.Q in t
reserve squadron it would be useful to employ *rn£rd's
9
concept of economy of incentives* Barnard feels that a
nan will contribute Lia efforts to an organization only when
the result of the positive advantages as against the disad-
vantages which are entailed is a net satisfaction, *lt
this need not be at the conscio.s level* The organization
can In tarn secure more effort from the member by offering
ore objective inducements, which he calls the method of
o
Chester I. Barnaru, The Functions of the Lxecutive
(Cambridge I Harvard Univeraity Free?, 19*>3TTV» Ik?*
.
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incentives, or by changing its toe of mind, which he calif
the method of persuasion* Commercial organisations use the
former end religious end political the letter he Indicates.
In applyin s concept to the selection of e
reserve squadron CLO we know that to get a CLO that will do
a scrupulous Job of public information that the gete of
objective inducements or method of incentives Is closed to
us, So we pick the men with the state of mind that hea been
Inculcated with the motive of service to the organization,
the man whose prior service end training taught him the
habitual attitude of this is the assigned duty — do It as
best you can* This does not preclude the esrif-nment of a
navel r via tor to a CLc billet but suggests an analysis of
his subjective attitudes prior to this assignment* Of
course training, abilities end personality of the prospec-
tive CLO are items to be considered also*
The suggestion to make the squadron CLO billet a
primary billet is a very attractive one but, as we eew in
Chapter II, CNAHKSTRA was unable to get primary billets for
CLOs in wing staffs and there are far less wing staff organ-
izations than squadrons*
The fourth recommendation by the NAS/NARTU CLOs
concerning the reserve units was to use reserve unit CLOs
and personnel to speek end make other presentations in their
own communities* It was noted that of the Reserve Unit
r
? -t
yoBtionnt Ire respondent* who i aawered a imilar question
as to whether or not their reserve unit did this, 21 replied
thst th«j did not t»nd only 16 indies ted thet they did* It
would appear thet this is one of the best community relations
techniques available to the Naval Air Reserve.
o recommendation in five stove thst HA
training syllabus be augmented will in some small measure be
started with the implementation of s reserve unit CLO book
of instructions as recommended ebove« owever, additional
training for the CLOs by experienced personnel from media
fields who ere also Nsval Reservists as suggested should
prove effective. It would r hat the inclusion of all
squadron personnel in pertinent instruction periods would
prove even more effective. Three stations reported giving
extra instruction to reserve unit < LOs with gratifying
results*
An extension of CLO training in the squadrons to
I . H i
the inclusion of the squadron conrandinK officers was
rec oh' ended in the sixth NA s/i:iA RTU recommendation above*
It wae found In the data from the stations that in almost
ever^ instance where the ststion had an excellent cecord of
public relations activities that the CLO remarked about the
excellent back! d cooperation the station comntndin<
officer gave. In MS/iiAH'SU Questionnaire 6 tt.e respondent
reported, "Almost nothing had been done in the W6y of
3ci
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public rale- tiona/put: lie informs tio a work at . •• for com*
years prior to the arrival of the praaant Commanding
Officer, . . . • > vigorous public information campaign
la b/elng operated at present with good results on local TV
and fair results in the local newspapers *" And in ARTU
Qaeatlonnalre 10 the reapondent wrote, "Naturally no activity
of thla nature can obtain any decree of succaaa unlaaa the
CLO has the support of the commanding officer* Captain . . •
as championed t: is cause and has dona more In thla field
than any commanding officer with which I've come in contact
in my paat sixteen years of active naval service*" This of
course doea not shift ttie responsibility for the CLO program
of action from the CLO, bat it doea indicate that with the
understanding of command a more effective program can be
instigated. Thla is equally applicable to the reserve
squadron commanding officorp end for thio reason a thorough
indoctrination in the importance and possibilities of an
active public information program to the reserve squadron
ahould be impressed upon the squadron commanding officers*
The aeventh recommendation, that each squadron CLO
be required to submit a completed news release to the Haft/
AOTU CLO • vould increese the public information activity
considerably if put into effect* A station instruction (or
a a one reapondent wrote in commenting on lex reaerve unit
CLOs. ".










outfits ap on their PIO work,,.," ) will not prove
very effeotive In all probability. / humen relations
• pjroech In using Barnard's method of persuasion referred
to esrlier r ight heve s more likely chance of euoceeding*
The station CLO could po to the squadron commanding officer
,
or even short circuit the chain of command communication
wise and go straight to the unit CLO if he considered it
more profcsbly productive, and tell the unit representative
that some of the other squadrons x^ere preparing news
releases weekly and that you (the station CLO) hete to aee
other squadrons with less ability , et all the publicity snd
be more well known than this squadron* An offer should be
made to assist in placing any releases the squadron would
prepare and help In preparation of the first release if
necessary* After tne releases are being prepared, the
instruction can be promulgated to make the procedure
official.
tassrve Unit Data
Rererve unit i LPs * In examining the data concern!
the reserve unit CLOs it was found thet over a half of those
who reported the length of service as CLO had held the
billet a year or less end sbout s third of them had been
CLO of the unit six months or less* The fact that such a
10 /




ltr, i ncr. er of np«rv» unit ' I.Oe hove b%mn eppoi ited
recently could possibly have boon beceure of the attrting
of CNIRKMWs 5720.17 training progra . owever, & port
of the CLOa appointed within the lost yeer v,ere probably
perrons who hod recently Joined the squadron, been shifted
from another acpadron to thio one, or changed jobs in the
aquedron. whatever the reason for being recently appointed
CL0» the need for indoctrination training in the billet is
indicated. This is further borne out by the foot thot
squadron CLC training waa Hated more tlmee then c*ny other
item by the reserve unit CLOs when thoy listed neons of
improving tne reserve ,*nit participation in public inforaie-
tion activities. Thie situation, however, ia looked on
hopefully as o trend toward actual appointment of reserve
unit CLOs and according to the station CLC reports the
training program ia in the proceaa of being aet up. The
educational background of those reserve unit CLOs appears
well above everego (19 college graduates and 12 with grad-
uate work, 11 of those with graduate degroea, out of a total
of 37 who reported this item). Training should be quickly
absorbed* nuaiber •/ * .
Lookint at the dete compiled from the Reserve Jnit
questionnaire concerning occupation of the present CLOa and
the present squadron utilization of personnel who were member
a















fine that only 3I4 respondents i tuicated thfct they had
squadron members in public relations related fields who were
not in CLO. But in further examining these }>l\ instances
there seems to be a great number of respondents who made
there reports who ere in the media or related information
fields themselves* fror instance one reserve unit Clij, hi -
self a reporter* lists as squadron mates « Lt. Comdr.. the
maintenance officer, who is in public relations and a Comdr.,
11
the executive Officer, who is an editor* Another squadron
CLO. himself a radio-television producer lists as other
personnel in the squadron an advertising man in maintenance
12
and a photographer who is assigned to the 1 hoto Lob. /
CLO who is a free lanoe writer lists tne instrument flight
13
training officer ac being in motion pictures. A positive
correlation between the CLOs reporting this and their own
coaneotlon with an information connected field was found to
exist in 32 of the 3*4 cases reported. The two not consid-
ered in the Information field were an engineer and a busi-
nessman* tight of the eleven who did not report or reported
negatively were not considered in information related fields.
This would seen to indicate either that a number of squadrons
Reserve Unit Questionnaire respondent number 3b
•
^Reserve unit Questionnaire respondent number 26.
13
Rererve Unit Questionnaire respondent number 10.
.-
i




have no personnel ta them that are famill.-r with public
Information or that any public Information qualified people
in them are unriiacovered. It is auapaetad that the latter
la trua and it la conjectured that It would ba profitable to
the reserve unite Information wiee to find thaaa personnel
if they do in faot exist End aasij- n them to either work with
or in the aquadron CLO office.
Other reaerve unit cong id ora tlona . Another peraon-
nel problem which we a unearthed in the atudy waa a severe
lack of any enllated personnel in alrroat ell of the reaerve
unit a (LO Departmental Only two of the kS reaerve unita
that reported had any enliated personnel assigned to the
CLO Department. The two at* tlona reported one each. The
aaslfrnment of a Journalist rate to each aquadron would solve
this problem, or if this Is not feasible, the aiaig-nment of
from two to four Journallats to the air wing ateff to be
utilized concurrently by the attached squadrons and the wing
staff would alleviate the problem considerably. Vhe pay
earned by these peraonnel one week-end a month would more
than return in the value the Navy would realize from their work.
Time limlta impoaed by monthly week-end drills pre-
aentsd a problem to the aquadron CLO in that mr-ny information
projects started on a week-end could not be completed and
that the intervening month before work could be completed
was such a length of time that the projeot loat its original
1a h
1 aulaw exit nl
mi
%slue and was usually abandoned* Another problem monthly
week-end drills presented wee that many occurrences of
tile information significance s.ch at speeches before
civle groups* participation in special events such as
fairs, parades, or gatherings occur at other than week-end
drill period tines and at places c it tent from the Naval Air
Station* In addition much ox the personal contact required
of a good recruiter in his job as salesman of naval aviation
requiree a great deal of off station effort to be extended*
One atation reported that they would allow partial drill
credit for participation in these types of information work.
< other reserve unit respondents indicated that drill
credit for outride information activities would be desirable*
As to the problem of unfinished week-end projects several of
the rBBWTte unit CLQa recommended that the station Ci*Q help
to complete these projects. One station 0L0 curing an inter-
view* which also Included reaerve unit CLOs, urged the squad-
ron CLOa to bring the facts of an event which the squadron
uiou£ht was newevorthy to the station CLO offlee and the
station personnel would write the story and send it to the
media for publication. ie squadron CLOs were also urged to
request any assistance at any time they thought the station
CLO could £lve them help*
Several of the rer^rve unit CLO recommends tions heve
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particularly food was the use of written commendation awerde
to succeasful salesmen of naval aviation. It has been found
that non-msterlalistic rewards uch aa this indicating a
certain rmount of distinction is bolnp bestowed upon tha
recipient are inducements that moat often secure cooperative
Ik
effort above that from mere material reward* • Giving
reoo/ nltlon to thoaa officers or enlisted whoae efforts
result In recruiting needed personnel or in a a slat in/ in the
development of the naval aviation program generally not only
Is en excellent inducement to the recipient but creator a
competition amone ether members to gain the same type of
recognition.
b of the most often mentioned recomrendf tlone of
the reserve unit CLO, next to tr* ininr, was a suggestion
for clor»r lirison between the reserve unit CLO <?nd the
station ( LO. i nother recommendation by a reserve unit
respondent wee thrt the squadrons hsve more "fociel func-
tions (ret-to; others) of personnel at non-<rill periods in
the development of a spirit of pride and cooperation, this
involving the attendance of quests rt tho station. Those
recoprondations r.re taken as an expression of the need r or
an expand d inl orraal organization between the aquadron end
Barnard, p_£. clt «, p. li*5* and Koethlisberf er and
Dickson, 0£. cit ,, j , 557*










station CL s in the first pUco and between squadron members
and t sir friends or families In the second. °y Informal
organizations I mean the total of the personal contacts and
interna tione and the asrociated groupings of t':ese people
16
referrocl to.
Do you recall a few pa, as back a recommendation was
made to the MAS CLO to go to the squadron CLO with a sugges-
tion concerning a new* release to be composed during ear
monthly week-end drill? This was an example of cn<* of the
indispensable function* of an informal o action — that
17
of communication. The following recomr endation to write
an instruction making the procedure official was a function
of the formal organization. Other functions of Informal
organizations ure maintenance of cohesivenesp in formal
organizations (the effect desired between the station and
squadron <~LGs) e nd the maintenance of the feeling of personal
integrity (the effect desired by having social gatherings
18
at the itation with guests).
Informal organizations are often thought of i\s tad,
19
however, this is seldom so. In a large nuisbor ol cases
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Tbid,







•Ifactively than the formal. In enj- large organization the
extent end Leelthfulnesa of the informal organisation is an
excellent yardstick of the effectiveness of the formal
organization of whioh it is a part. We can see also thet
the extension to the friends tad family of the individual
members of the squadrons j i -ations develops an
endlees-onain relationship, in oany respocta, ovar a wide
area am! aaoo«£ Many persons of a wore or less uniform state
of aiind I could crystallise into on extensive pro-Navy
stti. :ua la tao communities in whien these persons live.




For an extensive rnalysls of informal organization in
the Navy sees Charles Hunt Fa£d# "Informal Behavior in the
Naval Bureaucracy," ''tjh Heist ions in Administration , Robert









MMARY AND RECOM ENPATIC
liWrfT in tkA# foregoing investigstion trie problem
of employ in fc naval sir reserve personnel in the Nevy Public
Information program has been examined from the viewpoint of
the NAS CLQ end from the viewpoint of the vbwvg unit CLO.
Pertinent information from CflAHfcSTHA, CHIWO end other rele-
vant Navel end DOP eotlvitiee has been brought to beer on
the aubjeot.
The effect of congressional limitations on funds
was studied* Ways to attack the problem within the limits*
tloas imposed were sought* It was found that CNAHESTRA had
started a training program in January 1957 aimed at roughly
the acme target as the subject of the investigation*
An inquiry into tne activities and personnel of the
NAS/NARTU CLO Depsrtment wss undertaken, using mailed ques-
tionnaires as the means* .e beckground of the CLOs ssrigned
to the rtAS/HARTUa was studied as to the length of time they
3ld this position, tueir ranks* their school background
and their former employment. Other members of the NAS CLO
Department were investigated as to number end rank/rate* The
amount of aaeiatance
,
iven at the parent Naval District by
each NAS/JIARTU was questioned, the district hsvlng Nsvy
.zbtwl CO 8rrol*84 ;
;n WtSMMMQ 1 Mil br.uol ar
. 3 J fee-
ttflglaaa o 6ri










rublic Information reaponeibility within its bounadrlea*
A roport of the public relations activity ol aach o:
the reserve air station* was gained through statistical
information raportad by each HAb/VkMo. Ahie raport included
presentations, news stories released, appearances and recruit-
ing spots as wall ss s raport on the number of people other
than CliO personnel who participated.
Tha study of tha HAS/NAftTU CLO Department concluded
with a compilation of tha evaluations of tnair information
programs by tha various reporting CLOs and their suggestions
to increase the effectiveness of tha programs*
the reserve unit < LO activltiea ware examined follow-
ing the WA&/Me.fiTu Inquiry, * second questionnaire waa sent
to tha GLOs of the reserve units vie toe NsS/ft> s,
Wba reserve unit CLO Department was examined with attention
being paid to Department members* tnair rank/rate, length
of tour as CLO, occupation, and school background*
£n Inquiry was conducted into the number of personnel
attached to the reaerve units who, although employed in the
fields judged to be informational, ware not in the CLO Depart-
ment* Public information literature in the reserve unit was
investigated as to how mucn, if any* was received; whether
the units wanted it; and bow to acquire suitable reading
material for the CLO needs*











and civilian activities was questioned, information was
sought ea to the effect on an activity of bavin; naval
reservists ai members voold hsve on cooperation between that
activity and the tbbtv unit trie naval reaervlat belonged to*
The time limits esused by monthly week-ena drills and
their effect on the r*a*rv unit CL0*a public information
program were studied*
The final investigation of the reserve units included
suggestions to increase the effectiveness of the information
program* One eugfeatlon involved an Inquiry into an organ-
isation plan that had been used as a recruiting program by
one MAS as applied to the reserve units attached.
The Information gained during the study was analyzed
and conclusions made ea to Ita validity, Its eignlflcence
and its public relations connotations and applications*
Recommends tlona * The followl;i£ recommendations
apply to the Havel Air Station or the Kaval / ir Kaaerve
Treinirv Unit
:
1. In the case of an officer assigned as CLO at a
Havel Air Station who has not had prior experience
as a PIC or who by former occupation or training
has not qualified in an informational background
it is recommended that he be firrt aesigned to a
period of training such as the Armed Forces PIO






HO of 1 leers at toeton University chool of futile
relations and Communications yoarl„/ f or a course
•specially sat up for CLO oil leers,
2* Where practicable it la recomnendec that a jour-
nalist rate be assigned to each MAS/lCARTU CLO
office. Where other assigned rates must be
assigned it is recommended that an appropriate
training course in public Information matters be
made available for then to attend*
3. It la recommended that <.KAKfe£TKA Quarterly Public
Helationa Information Report 'il?C-2 be revised to
indicate not only the amount of news stories and
copy printed but in whet types sad sizes of news-
papers end where in the paper, as well as the types
of stories released* in order to better evrluete
the overall Naval Air Reserve public information
and recruiting efforts*
km It is recommended that :!AS/NAR-fu CLOs make full use
of all media and that the importance of the use of
radio both for programs and reeruitlng spot announce'
ments be investigated and utilised*
5* A revaluation of station file and record system by
the CLO to assure that records of releases sent out*
releases printed, which publications print them and
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beinr carried oat i» recorjr ended. This information
will be used to evaluate their own f roprem and make
chen». ob or additions ea neeeaaary, to indoctrinate
the officer who relievee them aa CLO and to ns a
neceasery reports accurately*
6* It la recoxunended that all atatlon personnel that
will volunteer, be uaed In tl elr community aa speak-
ers or in other public information taeka*
7* It la recommended that the atatlon photographic
laboratory be assigned under the direction of the
CLO.
8* An examination of the atatlon paper is recomnended
to analyze the content and to discover ways to wake
It more interesting and carry more information
affecting the greatest number of readers* If the
station doea not hare a paper It is recommended
that the possibility of eatablishin, a news sheet
be Investigated*
9. Utilisation of the addrearo; raph la recommended*
10* The sending of news media representatives on all
unusual or particular interest squadron orulses la
recommended*
11* It Is recommended that CMARiaTKA trainlm program
?7?0.17 be put Into effect and augmented with other




instruction book *nd lecturea from available well
qualified media or infonset ional representative*.
The following reoommendat ions apply to action to ba
teken to or by the Haval / ir rtoserve unite rtteohed to t,he
HAS/NAhTUa.
1. lulftiamil of Joarnaliate to the air wing ateffa
or to the squadrons if practicable.
2. Aaeign the beat qualified informs tion representative
in the aeuadron aa CLO and tilizo other media or
information personnel in training the aquadron in
information matters and in carrying out information
projects.
3. It is recommended that CNAtliiSTHA ataff CLO initiate
a monthly newsletter to all reserve unit CLOa con-
taining excerpts from C IMFO's rublic Helations
Newsletter and other informational news of interaat
to the tfevel Air Reservist.
k» An organisation within each reserve aquadron similar
to the recruiting organization discussed in Chapter
V is recommended to actively engage in recruiting
and community relations work* These typea of
activity should also be carried out in other cctlvi*
tiea the reserve aquadron member may belong to such
aa socitl or civic clubs, place of occupation or
other organizations. It is further recommended that
> O"".' *
>
•xalircic noibaupa «r*x«&iVT C
«««2J9t2
>l*<&ws v 6tloiMPift si V
L0||
• system of commendation awards be sot up to
reco; nite the top salesman of navel avietlon at
quarterly inspections of the squadron.
5« It Is recommended that drill credit or partial drill
credit be sllowed for off station participation in
approved public information activities*
6, An indoctrination of all squadron personnel, includ-
ing the commending officer, of the aims and possi-
bilities of a strong public information program is
recommended*
7. The promotion of a program to get each reserve
squadron CLO to submit a news roloese each monthly
week-end drill period is recommended.
I • The help of station CLO personnel to complete week-
end project? of reserve sou* drone is recommended
where the week-end information project is considered
sound tv the station CLO.
9* A strengthening and an extension of the informal
organization to include CLO members of loth the
ststlon t nd tho reserve unit is recommended. This
can be accomplished by personal contact end parti-
cipation la social and non working activities such
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OTFARTMSMT OF TO HAVY SECNAV 7330. 1A
Office of the Secretary 01-100
Washington, D.C. 17 December 1
«^mv INSTRUCTION 7?30.1A
Prom i Secretary of the Navy
To: All ships and Stations
Sub J i < onireeelonal limitation on fundi available for public
information and public relations activity
End: (1) Activities To he Included in Costing the Limitation
on Public Information and Public Relations, and Defini-
tions of Service Information and Technical Information
!• Purpose . To advise all navel activities of the subject
limitation and to discuss its application*
2. Cancellation . This Instruction cancels and supersedes
the provisions of SECNAV Instruction 7330.1
•
3. Discussion . There has been in existence for the pest 6
years a statutory requirement that public information and
public relations activities be limited to a specific amount
iet forth in each appropriation act* The instructions for
administering the limitation and definitions of chargeable
activities hrve been provided by the Depsrtment of Defense.
In view of the continuing nature cf the limitation and the
necessity for Navy-wide application, this Instruction Is
promulgated.
I). Definition . Activities to be included in costing "public
Information rnd public relations," as it applies to this lim-
itation, ere contained in enclosure (1). Also Included for
comparison are the definitions of "service information" and
"technical informetion," which are activities not chargeable
under this limitation.
5. Responsibility . The primary responsibility for budgeting
for this limitation is vested In the Chief of Information.
The Chief of Information will be easirted in this responsi-
bility as follows!
a. Comptroller of the Navy . Provides the necessary
Instructions for accounting for the limitation, consolidates
reports on obligations chargeable to the limits tlon» makes
such reports as sre required to the Department of Defense,
end conducts internal end field audits.
b. /drrlnls tretlye Office . Administers that portion of
the limitation that is eve liable to the appropriation
" ervicewlde Operations, tfavy," making certain portions
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c. u. ief of Mayal Operatlona . Administers that portion
of the limitation made available by the Administrative Office
for subheads of the rervicewide Operations Navy appropriation
eve liable to CNO.
d. Commandant of the frarlno Corpa . Administers that
portion of the limitation thtt Is available to the appropria-
tions "military Peraonnel, Marine Corpe" and "Marine Corpa
Troops *n4 'acilities."
a* Chief of Information * In addition to the prirary
reaponalbility for bud£.etin^ ror the limitation and for
overall direction of the ffavy'a information program, the
Chief of Information shall have the reaponsibility for that
portion of the limitation vaileble for "military porronnel,
Navy."
6. Application
•• iSHi* In e PPly^nK this limitation to the public
relatione programs of the Navy, the Chief of Information will
designate and promulj ete to those activltiea that are allowed
prl lie information offices a listing of the
percent of time of personnel occupying public information
billftta that may be utilized in performing public information
and public relatione functions as defined in enclosure (1).
All other Information billots in the Navy will not perform
public information and public relations functions as defined,
but will limit their activity to "service information" or
"technicel information" in accordance with the definitions
contained in enclosure (IK
b. >erlne Corps . The applies tion of this limitation
to Serine Corps activities is governed by separate directives
promulgated by the Commandment of the Marine Corps.
!• Action . hips and stations are directed to comply
with the provisions of this limitation as expressed in this
directive and as defined in enclosure (1), end execute such













Enclosure (X) ST 7330.1*
17 December 1956
1. »ty sad allowances of ell onnol. Including recrettriel
Kd clerical* ^itary and civilian, engaged In thetlvltlor indicated below will be Included. iicable
share of ,.ey allowances of personnel engaged In this work on
a part- ails will alio be Included. In determining the
cost ol r ilitary pay and allowances for services performed by
military personnel, the principles end procedures for comput-
ing standard military company lion rates as outlined in the
afanse Instructions for Statistical Costing
of ?:illtary r -rvices in Industrial md Commercitl Type
Esteblishmentc," cited 2 ^obruery 1 >>1, «ey be used*
T. r the purpose of costing end except ss excluded in
par >b 3 below, public information and public relations
cctl\ltiea include:
1 1 s o
with
s* Troptrftion of natorlel (whether voluntary or pon
ific request) for distribution to, cn& official c- ntac
representatives of, aon-Joverm.-:ental publicatione*
tl
b. 1'reperetion of material (whether voluntary or upon
speciric request) for radio end television broadcasting
Is, end official contacts with broadcasting repre-
sentatives*
c. I reparation end publication of advertisements in
eny form '..bother paid or free.
f reparation, installation* presentation, and circu-
it tion (including packing, cralin , *nd transportin£) of
exhibits, except those for internal use, procurement pur-
pores, or civilian contractor plant morale end incentive
purposes.
S. Production end presentation of motion pictures and
film strips, except those for internal use within the
Government.
f. Frepe ration end printing of publications other than
;se required by law or those issued prirr.* rily for internal
use in the Government.
3* The following: activities ere excluded
»
a* Time of civilian end military officials (other than
those having public information or public relatione as a
specific responsibility) who, by virtue of their offices, rre
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b. Time of personnel devoted to cuch matters as account-
ing, personnel records or aupply for public information or
public relations activities*
c. Time of personnel whose work is devoted to publications
required by law, or those primary for use within the Government.
d. Answering of correspondence and inquiries frorn the
public or pert icl pa tinjf in meetings intended to answer questions
the public.
e. Iscuenee of interpretations of regulations, orders
issued under the Administrative Procedures let. etc.
f. Time of personnel at "open house" presentations at
military installations, participating in parades, muricsl
concerts, and demonstrations.
• Advertisements, exhibits, film',, film strips, or
publications relating to acquisition of Government property,
or recruitment or employment of Government personnel.
I4 . Direct expenditures for travel, materials and supplies,
and otber purposes applicable to the activities indicated in
paragraph 2 above will be included. Incidental expenses,
such as use of equipment, transportation of things (other than
as specifically provided for in paragraph 2d), postage (other
than penalty mail which is charged centrally), telephone
charges (other than Ion,, distance calls), stationery and
office supplies, or allocations of indirect expenses for the
occupancy of space in military Installations are excluded.
5. Tefinltlon of Service Information . Service information
shall' be defined as all information concerning naval personnel,
ctlvitiea, or interests, prepared or disseminated primarily
for internal education or information, or in answer to
inquiries from the general public.
6. Definition of Technical Information . Technical Informs
-
t ion shall be defined as all information peculiar to the tech-
nical equipment, practices, methods, and procedures of Navy
activities. 3ich information is primarily for internal educa-
tion within the Navy, for other Oovernmentel agencies, <n& for
technical reference in anewering inquiries from industry,
technical and professional societies, and the general public.
Enclosure (1) 2
ia
'iO t l '. fol I
-
fit*













Prom: Chief of Naval Air Reserve Training
Tot Distribution List
Subjt Training of Organized Naval Air Reserve Command Liaison
and Recruiting Officers
Knelt (1) Administrative and Collateral Duty Training Course
for Or snized Naval Reserve Command Liaison and
Recruiting Officers
(2) Quarterly Public Relations Information Report,
CNAREfTRA GEN 5720-1
1. Purpose . The purpose of this INSTRUCTION is to provide a
standardised administrative and collateral duty training program,
enclosure (1), for Organized Naval Air Reserve Command Liaiaon
and Recruiting Officers.
2« background * The importance of a good Service Information
program cannot bo over emphasised. he best salesmen for the
Naval Air Reserve, Navel Aviation Cadet and other recruiting
pro* rems ere the iJavy personnel themselves • The personnel of
the organised reserve squadrons are naval enthusiasts, and due
to their civilian/milit&ry relationship are in close contact
with many youn^ men who sre potential NavCad, Organized Reserve,
Officer Candidate, Regular Navy, etc,, material. It is highly
desirable to hevo every member of the Organized Reserve Squad-
rons fully informed of Navy policies and activities so that they
will be able to speak intelligently of the Navy to their civic
E
roups and friend r. With a vigorous end enthusiastic Command
laison organize tion in each squadron of the Mil it will be
possible to obtain nation-wide coverage* In order to accomplish
this ,-osl, the ommsnding Officers of all squadrons must support
this program to the utmost, and every officer end enlisted man
must be appraised of the needs of the service end render his/her
support. e NAS/nartu Command liaison Officer can provide
valuable assistance to speakers by making available speech
material, filr, projectors, photographs, etc.
3» Action . It is directed that NAS/NARTO and squadron Command-
ing Officers re-eve luate the information fro -rams of their com*















direction tnd coordination of the) public &nd community
relations pro*. rama of the units, cor-u.anding officers era urged
to indoctrinate and utilise all personnel in these programs*
It is believed that by so expanding the base of this activity,
increased covers e end effectiveness will be achieved*
lj. Reports and :• orris . In order to keep CNARESTRA fully
informed as to t he aub8equent developments in the service inform-
ation prorram, sddresses shall submit s quarterly report to this
Headquarters* Thla report will be known aa quarterly Service
Information Report (CNARESTR/ Report 2720-2) end will be sub-
mitted on enclosure (2)* The report shall indicate the extent
of participation in community relations and informational
aotlvitiea by members of each MA COF activity end each
orgsnlsod unit attached thereto* Negative reports are required.
The report ia due at this Headquarters not ltter than the 30th
of the month following the end of the quartsr* Additional
copi ?s of enclosure (2) should be ordered in accordance with
CKARiiSTRA INSTRUCTION 560lj.lD*
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If syllabus ta designed for use In tha training of Corwand
Liaison meruit lag Officers of the organized Naval / lr
Reserve, end shell bo under the i irect supervision &n6 control
of the NAS/MARTl! Command Liaison Officer.
: ivls
The objectives of the training under this course btb as follows:
a* To provide the trainee with a knowledge of the duties of
the Command Liaison end Recruiting Officer*
b* To promote tho organized Naval - Li iserve and assist in
recruiting efforts*
c* ro inform ell members of organized Naval Air Reserve
squadrons of the Navy f s information end recruitin, | ro: rams and
to encourage all officers end enlisted personnel to assist in
this effort*a ¥ i La 4
LSNGTH OF
The course is divided into twelve units to be accomplished
during weekend drill periods «n6 XI; dayr sctive duty for train-
ing over e period of one year* Three of the units shall be
completed during XI4 deys active duty for trsinin • This course
shsll consist of lectures* required read! -the- job
trainin . Ktvinc once corpie ted the syllabus tho trainee shall
be kept abreast of current trends in Command Liaison matters
throurh lectures by the :U / RTTJ Command Liaison Officer*
This syllabus will be uaed as a r.ulde for refresher training*
however* tho major portion of the trainee** time shall ba
devoted to productive Commend Liaison work for his squadron*
Recorda shall be kept of all training accomplished* extent of
participation In Command Liaison matters by other squadron
personnel and ell publicity generated* The status of this pro-
gram will bo reflected In the over-all grades aasifned the
Command Liaison r -pertinent et the tine of the Annual Military
Inspection* In addition to completing the prescribed ryllabus,
the Command Liaison end Recruiting Officer is encouraged to
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:llt 1
I. Subject
A. fissions, rerponsil iiitiea, organization * no adalnlstrs-
tion of the Command Aalaon Department.
II. Objective
A. To indoctrinate the Coamand Liaieon Officer in the la sic
fundamentals of the duties of a Command Liaieon Officer.
III. Referoncea
A. .S. Navy Public Informs Lion Kenual, Navexos P-1035,





A. To inatruct the trainee in the efficient use of news-
papers, radio end television as news outlets.
III. Reference
. • Navy Publlo Information Manual, Navexoa >-1035#




. "9ks i*l *esea.
II. Objective,










A. U.F* Navy Public Information Manual, Navexoa P-1C ,




j . To Indoctrinate the trainee in the use and value of
photographs In Command Liaison matters*
III* References







A* To familiarise the student with photographic equipment
utilized by the Command Liaison Department*
III. References







A c Community Relations.
II* Objective








A. Navy Recruiting Programs.
II. Ob
.1active
A. To familiarize the trainee with the Navy officer and
enlisted personnel recruiting programs*
B. Methods being utilized at parent stations.
C. How the orgenized Naval Air Reserve Squadron8 can
assist in recruiting efforts for their own units and all
related recruiting programs.
III. References











A. To outline for the trainee the limitations t both of
policy and security, on the release of information.
III. Reference
A. , . Navy Public Information Kanual, Navexos P-1035*
Chapter 16,
B. U. S. Navy Security Manual.
ilt 9
I. Subject
A. Exercises and operations.
II. Objectives
A. To instruct the trainee in the preparation Bad diesem-
Inatlci of annexes in operation orders and plans.
III. References
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lit 10 - 12
I« Subject
A. Publicity during, U4 days active duty for training.
II. Objective
A. To compile, evtluste, and disseminate squadron
publicity during the XI4 days active duty for tralnln ,
III. References
A* The Command Liaison Officer of the parent activity

























































rTY NAVAL R.O.T.C, riT
• inlty Avenue, Cambridge, 3^, We.ee.
In Reply Rofer to:
22 Freemen Ttreet
Arlington 7k $ Me.es*
31 Mey 19*7
Deer
During my recent tour of duty as Nav Cad Officer et *i,A*. .
filacers 1 elle I became acutely eware of the effects of e ^ood
pu': 1 ' Information program on the procurement of aviation
Cadet e end Aviation Officer Candidates a» well ae reserve
recruit: ieral acceptance in the local area and com-
munity of the loc^l Naval Commands* I was cetechec from 8AS
a tara Palls In August 1956 and fcssi^ned in a Graduate Course
of Public Information et Boston university f-chool of Public
Relations snd Conmunicevions* As a part of the studies here.
s thesis muet be prepared*
I have felt that the CLO of the MAS/stARTU wee more often
ft|*n not overworked with the normal occurrence of station
Inspections, tours, station paper, end special events. One
way to nelp in this mad scramble would be to utilize as far
as possible the capabilities of the reserve units attached In
this information program. Therefore. I proposed to do a
thesis the subject of which is "A study of the ro lem of
Employing !leval Air Reserve Personnel in the Navy Pullic
Information am Within the Time Limits Imposed by a Sched-
ule of lonthly Week-end Drills
*
H This proposal was approved by
CHIN; end DSaPGSj and a prospectus prepared i nd submitted to
the . • chool of Public Relations ft Communication was subse-
quently approved.
I was c rfatiiiec to learn that concurrently with my proposal
for this study, CI had set up a pro£:ram aimed at roughly
the seme objective, unfortunately CNARFfTRA Inst. 5720*17 of
17 January 1957* temporarily at least, seemed to add to the load
of the Station CLC. However, with proper use of this new lnform-
etion program, it may turn out to le a £rest help in reducing
the load on the Station CLC. What do you think?
closed is an NAS/ltARTU Questionnaire which I would like
for you to fill out end return in one of the enclosed self-
sddreseed envelopes* The questions ere only aides and if you
feel that additional comments are pertinent please add them
















UKlVfc -VAL . . . . . . UNIT
10 Divinity Avenue, Cerabrid£e 3^, f'ass«
In Reply Refer to:
Alec a number of Reserve Unit questionnaires ere enclosed
end I wo lid appreciate it very much if you could forward then
as soon fas possible to the - 10's of the Reserve ,nite attached
for action.
Unfortu ily this study must be completed and written up
by the first of July 19i?7 so I would sppreoiate eny help you
uve in getting the questionnaires returned as promptly ss
possi . o is to be absent over e week, if the
perron cctin<: as CLO will complete the questionnaire, this
will be appreoieted.
You will notice that question six on the U :TU
questionnaire follows the format of Report 57^0-2
so if you can send me a copy of this: last (end the onlj, so
far) report rn<* include the * ."./ on it, this will answer
this question perfectly*
Thank you in advance for your prosip ;.p end I'm sure








1. Kama and rfciik of MAS/ . and length of tour aa C^O.
2, School background 1 . d Navy) of NAS/NAHTU CLc .
3, Former employment of HAS/ . (Including any former
sxperionce.
)
U» lumbar and rank/ret© of other- personnel In tha --
CLO office *nd their treinin*. for informf.t ion work.
5. *h*t kind of information areiattnce aea your atatlon
Ten tha perent Wavel Metric t j. 1,0. In tha leat y^ar?
6. The followin Information pert* ins to the Reserve fnits
anr P .
a« Pre aentat lone:
Number of speaking engagement
a
.
Number of motion pictures shown
Total time
•
Totfcl size of audiences
.
b. Neve Stories released:
Number. • •
Total laches copy printed • • • • •
.




















Number of Hadio .
o. Mumfcor of peraonnel other tnan CLO dopartment
Part 1 c lp* t ion .
7. Will you pleeae evaluate the existing public info:
i-rograa •• e whols bt your */E/*V I , especially the ccmtribu«
tionf of t serve nit a attached and Including any auggea-
tlona or comnents you may have tbjut xaipht increase It a
effectiveness. (Please answer thla question aa fully aa you
[In the original this questionnaire was on three pages
to i lve the respondent more room to anewer but baa bean com*









Pear reserve Jnit ^c
:
While I'm enrolled in a pabllo information course at
to: apon sored by the 4aval iosUrac uste
.ool. the Chief of Information ha a requested me to do a
study of the *aval air Hoserve information program. It
is hoped that your suggestions and comments pert&inin< to
chsn.es so well as evaluations present pro. ram will
provide tne ir.petua for a vigorous new concept of a wide
base information program that will help you in your part
time Job a e y more support from other information
activities*
Attached la a questionnaire with a return addressee
envelope* It will help the study ^reatly if you can fill
out tnr retjrn this quostlonnsire just as soon as you can.
preferably before the 16 th of June 1957 • The study must
be compiled and written up by 1 July 1957*
I'm sure the results oi the study will help you as
well as the ?Javy in ita public information program. Thank










1. Name, rank/re ta, length of tour cs CLO, enc* civilian
oc snd school bat of oach member of
the CLO department.
3 - rate/rank- r lengtb-Occupftio:. ol
Completed
2* lumber, rank/rate, and ac u ass anj other
pereona In the Reserve "nit not in CLO, but known to be
in one of the following fields!
mber /Rate . Assignment
Public ions.












Theater r r nageaient
Does your reserve unit get any public information litera-
ture, such as ( 's "Public Relations News letter"
WAV.
-617 or the News Letters or iiesorve Bulletins
£r e nearest lieval liatrlct, wLich are useful I
obtaining current information retarding navf 1 objectives,
attitudes, or policies? If not would you like to get
thea and could you use them to an advantage in your pub-









lj. re there any other activities -Navy or civlllan-ln your
area L-ialdea the parent N*S/ that yoa cooperate or
work with In public information v/ork? Explain*
$. Will you liat any suggestions or comments you may have
that would increase the effectiveness of the Naval Mr
serve put. lie information H rogr£- ,
6. How do the tirr*e limits i • schedule
week-e.-. 11 r I -lis program end what can be
done to overcome this drawbad
[In the original this questionnaire was on three pages
to &lve the respondent more roon to answer but has been











U. S. NAVAL AIR STATION
NICIPAL AIRIORT
.Jttuatt* FALLS, NEW XORK NA13i|/pER/NK:sd
January 1956
HAS,. MlAGAh* H-.LLS. N. X. INSTRUCTION 1100,1
From: Commending Officer
To: All Pay Unit Commanding Officers
Sub J: Recruiting plan; promulgation of
Refl (a) CNARESTRA INSTRUCTION 1301.6B
Encl: (1) Pay rnit Recruiting Plan
1. Purpoae. The purpoae of this INSTRUCTION is to provide a
means whnreby Commanding Officers of pay units attached to
this activity may conduct an active and effective unit recruit-
ing program as required by reference (a).
2. Background . In the past, recruiting of officer end enlisted
personnel for pay units has found the pay unit playing a passive
role. Recruiting by the parent station end by e few volunteer
recruiters from some units have been the primary source of
supply of replacement personnel. This supply has been inade-
quate to fulfill the needs of trie units attached to this
activity.
3. Basic f remise . Pay Unit Commending Officers heve the
responsibility of maintaining their respective units at full
strength—normal attrition makes a continuoua recruitl
program mandatory.
km Framework. This plan is designed to provice an easy,
yet effective, means of procuring replacement personnel.
The concept ia that of he vine tha entire membership of the
pay unit participate on a month to month baais. This will
provide ample recruiters without placing an undue burden on
any one individual.
5. Incorporation into unit organization , effective upon
receipt of this instruction, pay unit commanding officers
will appoint, as a collateral duty, a Pay Unit Recruiting
Liaison Officer (RLO). His duties will be to assist the Pay
nit Commandlnf Officer in the execution of the Recruiting
Plan. The importance of this collateral duty billet requires
that one of the leading officers of the pay unit be given
this task initially in order to incorporate this plan into
unit routine without disruption of other important unit
tasks. very officer and man in each pay unit is to be in-
formed of the creation of this collateral duty billet and
urged to give full support to the officer filling this billet.
a*l KWA4£I\
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MAS. NIAGi ^, 11. Y. I.ISTRUCi'lo 1100,1
6, Records fcnd reiorta required , .o specific reports ere
required* However, auffici3nt records will be mslnteined
in sccordance with the beslc plan to indicate progress










TLIMK OP 1HL HAM
OR A SUCCESSFUL PROPRAW
1, Source of personnel*
2» ettinc the word to the souree
3* etting the personnel to the station
S. Recruiting the supply
5. Distributing the supply
,QPhD H,RTh




2« Getting; the word to the source
A, Forgone 1 contact
B, Veil
C, Public or general advertising
3 • Getting the personnel to the station
A. Fublic or private transportation
Navy vehicle
C. Navy airlift




D« Execution of oath
5» ristributlnp the supply
Drill Fay Status
". Associate Pty Status
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1. MURCE OP PERSONNEL
A. Insctlve Reservists
(1) DI-21V* (Notice of 2 operation)
(t) hesorvlsts s vpbreted (released) prior to receipt
oi current supply ox - - II4 • a
B. Veteran>
(1) Veteran organisations: American Legion, AmVets,
VFW, etc.
(2) Friends and neighbors of Pay Unit personnel
(3) Dl -Sll+'s of personnel who have been DISCHARGED
(k) Independent contacts
c » Non-veterans
(1) High School (age groups 17 and over)—colleges
(2 * • ^employment Service
(3) Community Organisations; PAL, CYC, YMCA, etc.
(i) Industrial personnel managers
(5) Contacts supplied by service personnel
(6) Independent contacts by individual members
2. GETTING This WORD TO THE SOURC
A • iersonal Contacts
(1) Pay Unit Commending Officer appoints Recruiting
Llai.on Officer (RLO)
(2) RLC receives DD-2U4U (Notice of Separation)
with OvMTJ 1 RDS from Station Recruiting
Officer. COKTACa //ill be geographically
located from standard map, e.g., A-l, A
-2,
-1, B-2, etc.
(3) i« :rom standard map, RLO geographically locates
each officer and man of his respective pay unit.
Card file prepared and arranged by letter/number,
a»g«* A-l, A-2 f etc.
(I4) CO is. RDS snd individuals are matched end
assignments for contact during the month made.
scord made of assignment by RLO. Inasmuch as
all DD-21I4 CONTACT represent individuals
who have served a minimum of two (2) years active
duty, care must be taken to insure thst only
mature members of the pay unit are assigned
these contacts. A briefing on contact procedures,
given by the RLO to men assigned DD-21lj CONTACT
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(5) On drill duty of the xollowin. month, pay unit
personnel r#port to klo riving diapoaition of
potential member*
(6) RLO deliver! CONi'/CT CARDS to Station Recruit-
lng Officer for forwarding to CN/m<,STRA.
Record kept of decree of euccers of each contact
by thv RLO.
(7) lor peraonel contact for which no DD-21L: CONTACT
CARD ha a been prepared, a aimllar card will be
prepared by the individual making the contact
(card blanka to be furniahed the RLO by the
station Recruiting Officer) and thia CONTACT CARD
delivered to the Station Recruiting Officer by
the RLO together with the DD-2H4 CONT;
(6) Station Recruiting Officer prepare! FOLLOW UP
CONTACT CARDr from all COKTACT a RDii narked
"Intereated, further contact required", submit-
ting seme to RLO for reprocessing in seme fashion
aa original CONTACT CARD. (Thia will eliminate
a large build up ol outstanding cards, thereby
maintaining each contact card on a current
monthly basis).
B. frail
(1) Each Pay nnit Commanding Officer Is encoure ed to
solicit membership in his unit via the mails.
This material must conform to interprets t ions of
current laws and regulations concerning recruit-
ing , aa deemed appropriate by the Station Command-
ing Officer. The Station Recruiting Officer is
the authorized representative in these matters*
One copy of all correspondence prepared and mailed
by the RLO shall be submitted to the Station
Recruiting Officer.
• Public or Renerel advertising
(1) Newspapers: Any individual who has a contact
whereby newspaper coverage may be obtained is
encouraged to utilize theae channels.
__
each press release Bast be typewritten and sub-
mitted tc the RLO for approval prior to publi-
cation* One copy of thia releaae must be sub-
mitted to the Station Command Liaison Officer
for approval prior to release. The RLO will
maintain a Press book , showing the fectual
printed release. The name of the newspaper,
the city in which published and the date of

















(2) Radio end TV: Although racic and TV covorape
if -ighly desirable, due to the difficulty of
retracting any error meo'e during sucb broed-
cast or telecast, it is mandatory that any
proposed appears nces on radio or TV be cleared
by the RLO through, the Station Command
Liaison Officer.
(3) Window displays t Lllboardsj Many individuals
in each pay unit havo within their own control
,
-pace in which to set up window displays.
Initiative and imagination can produce fine
results* Materials needed la the way of official
signs, posters* display cards and photographs may
be obtained via the rom the Station Recruit-
ing Officer. Other individuals ire enjoined to
ask permission of friendly business man to sat up
window displays. Reports of such displays shall
be made tp the KL. t xotogrephs of outstandi?
displays will be made by the station upon request
via the HLO. These photographs will be submitted
Lous neval publications for acknowledgment.
Those members hevin.._ contacts with advertising
companies specializing in billboard advertisement
are requested to obtain regular billboard displays
from the Station Recruiting Officer via the RLO.
(1|) pecial events: Fairs, picnics, lawn fetes, etc.
ay of tho pay units have members hold!
offices in various organizations conducting sueh
events. Space obtained at these functions permit
e display of eye appealing messages. Each unit
is permitted to use its squadron insignia in
these displays end to use the theme peculiar to
that particular unit. Assistance in setting up
these displays may be obtained from the Station
Recruit' Ticer vie the RLO, however, unit
self-help is encouraged. Reports of these dia-
1 ys will be made to the LLC. laotogrepha of
these displays ere desirable.
(5) Social organizations; Scouts, Lions, Rotary,
etc. Few amber3 of pay units are not either
members of such organizations or do not have
relatives who are. Messages or photographs
placed on activity bulletin boards, especially
those of en ecucetional nature, are pertlcularly
important. Just the mere faot of making one*
a
membership in a pay unit known to the members of
oh organizations is Important. It Is suggested
that each member of such organizations bo at
least informed individually of one f s membership
in the Naval Reserve end en invitation tendered
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(6) brochure of details for distribution. Tue Navy
has quantities of very fins literature regardin£
every phsse of the Navy and Naval Reserve,
Incladir. s "Weekend warrior" pro* rtm. The
RLO will be responsible for distributing this
materiel to the members of his unit.
3. CUTTING THtf PERSONNEL TO TUB STATION
A* Public or prlvtte transportation
(1) Due to the inadequacy of public transportation
to the vicinity of the Navel Air Station, the
primary source of transportation must be con-
sidered to be privately owned vehicles* All
unit members ere urped to assist in solvl
this transportation problem—especially those
who must travel lonr distances. The RLO will
make a note t ion on the geographical Index card
of an individual who has space available in his
vehicle end Is willinr to transport another pay
unit member to the stetion. RLC^s will procure
schedules of public transportation in order to
provide this information to those c'esirin^ it.
These schedules should provide for locel end
metropolitan tree travel.
B. Navy vehicle
(1) ivecommendc tions concerning the need of transporta-
tion via Navy vehicle will be made by the RLO to
the Station Recruiting Officer. These needs will
be considered by the Commanding Officer, NAS
Niagara I'slls, Ho commitments of Navy vehicles
will be made prior to publication of official
informs tion on the matter.
C. Navy elrllft
(1) This proposition Is under study at the present
tine by the Commanding Officer, ti-S Niagara falls.
iQduled airlifts ere a possibility. These
scheduled elrlifts must of necessity be determined
by aveileblllty of appropriate eircreft end qual-
ified pilots.
k* RRCRUTTIMO THE SUPPLY
A. Prellmlnery Information
(1) The RLO will brief ell unit personnel on certain

















(a) A tee limits
(t) Obviously disqualifying phyaiesl deieots
(c) Character requirements
(d) Navy's "stay in school" policy
(e) Active duty obligation
(f) Mobilization requirements fo members of
Xaaq the Naval Raserve
( ) Pay unit partic Ipation standards and
obligations
(2) Tha Station Recruiting Officer will be responsible
for furnishing the preliminary informs tion to
potential applicants
• Physical examination
(1) Chest A-ray and blood test must be accomplished
(2) Complete physical examination will be conducted
by the Station Kedioal Oiflcer prior to enlist-
ment. No promises concerning waivers will be
made by any personnel connected with the recruit-
ing process,
C. ire-recruiting Interview
(1) i complete pre-recruitlng interview will be
conducted by a member of tha Naval / ir Station
Recruiting Team or by tha Stetion Recruiting
Officer prior to enlistment.
D. Execution of the Oath
(1) Normally the Oath of Allegiance will be
conducted b^ the Station Recruiting Officer.
(2) ^.BCh Pay Unit Commanding Officer has bean
designated as e Recruiting Officer and may
(after ell papers have been properly executed
by the Station recruiting Department) administer
the Osth of Allegiance
(a) li.oto; rfcphs of Pay ?;nit Commanding Officers
administering tha Oath are desirable end may
be procured via the RLO.
5. DISTRIBUTE SUFPLK
• rill Pay Status
(1) Where vacancies are available In tha pay unit
which was instrumental in recruiting a msn, the








Re rerdless of the unit to which tcri ned,
the unit recruiti e men will be {.iven
credit for the enlistment, reenlistment or
affiliation. TKe Station Recruiting Officer
will me intain record* of such ection.
B. Associate Fey Status
(1) Personnel eligible for billets involving
aininL or Administration mey be assigned AP
billet? within the vacancies allowed each pay*
unit.
C. Associate Non-Fay Status
(1) here no vacancies exist in the Pay Unit which
hss been instrumental in the recruiting of
personnel, individuals ill be es signed to an
NP billet, providing the individual desires to
affiliate with the r'recruiti ,it" rr
than with s different Fey t nit for which a
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Thesis
C2723 Carroll
A study of the problem
of employing Naval Air







A study of the problem of em-
ploying Naval Air Reserve per-
sonnel in the Navy public in-
formation program.

